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Introduction 
This doctoral thesis focuses on ground-based measurements of stratospheric nitric 
acid (HNO3) concentrations obtained by means of a microwave spectrometer. Pressure 
broadened HNO3 emission spectra are analyzed using a new inversion algorithm 
developed as part of this thesis work and the retrieved vertical profiles are extensively 
compared to satellite-based data. This comparison effort I carried out has a key role in 
establishing a long-term (1991-2010), global data record of stratospheric HNO3, with an 
expected impact on studies concerning ozone decline and recovery. 
Starting from the early 80’s, microwave spectroscopy has been widely employed to 
study the extremely weak signals emitted from various atmospheric “trace gases” (as for 
instance O3, H2O, CO, ClO, HNO3) (Parrish et al.,1987, 1992, , de Zafra et al.,1987 
Solomon et al., 2000). Trace gases are present in the middle atmosphere with very low 
mixing ratio values (on the order of parts per billion to parts per million) but, despite of 
their low concentrations, they are of great interest in determining the chemical and 
physical conditions of the atmosphere. HNO3 is one of these minor constituents and 
plays a pivotal role in the processes controlling stratospheric ozone depletion. It is a key 
component of the Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs) which form in the very low 
temperatures of polar winter, removing HNO3 from the gas phase and often subtracting 
it permanently from the stratosphere in a process known as denitrification. PSC particles 
provide surfaces on which heterogeneous chemical reactions occur, converting chlorine 
from its reservoir species to the highly reactive forms that participate in the catalytic 
cycles of ozone destruction. On the other hand, photolysis of HNO3 vapor releases NO2, 
enabling a major pathway for the deactivation of chlorine. Therefore, as a central 
participant in both the activation and the deactivation of chlorine species, HNO3 
indirectly regulates the extent, duration, and magnitude of stratospheric ozone loss. As a 
result of international regulations controlling the production of ozone-depleting 
substances, the ozone layer is expected to recover back to preindustrial level in the next 
60 years (Newman et al., 2006). However potential changes in Earth's climate, driven by 
rising concentrations of greenhouse gases, may significantly influence the future ozone 
levels. Variations in the stratospheric circulation and temperature, including possible 
cooling and moistening, may increase the prevalence and duration of PSCs activity and 
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lead to more severe denitrification, exacerbating chemical ozone loss (WMO, 2007). 
Monitoring HNO3 and its long term variability, especially in polar region, is then 
critical for better understanding these issues.  
Nitric acid measurements presented in this study have been carried out by means of 
the Ground-Based Millimeter-wave Spectrometer (GBMS), built at the State University 
of New York at Stony Brook in the early 90’s and operated in the past 20 years at a 
variety of sites at polar and mid-latitudes (McDonald et al., 2000, de Zafra and 
Muscari, 2004, Muscari et al., 2007). Its main characteristics and operating principles 
are described in Chapter 2 of this thesis. GBMS observes a cluster of weak emission 
lines centered at ~269.111 GHz, which appears as a single signature in the spectrometer 
pass band due to the pressure broadening of spectral lines. The frequency window 
sampled by GBMS for measuring HNO3 contains also the signature of a background 
ozone line. Taking advantage of the pressure broadening of the observed lines, a 
deconvolution algorithm allows to retrieve concentration vertical profiles of the 
emitting molecules. Until recently, GBMS spectra were deconvolved using an iterative 
Matrix Inversion technique. This method can handle the inversion of multiple lines 
spectra, but the retrieval of spectra containing signatures of different atmospheric 
constituents is unfeasible. Thus, the ozone line observed as a background in the HNO3 
spectrum had to be subtracted from the measured data in a pre-processing phase, 
introducing a significant uncertainty in the whole retrieval process. For this and other 
reasons discussed in Chapter 3, I decided to investigate a different deconvolution 
algorithm, based on the Optimal Estimation Method. This technique, developed by 
Rodgers (1976, 2000), has been found to be useful for the analysis of spectra in which 
signatures of different atmospheric constituents significantly overlap (Kuntz et al., 1999 
and reference therein).  
The first part of my thesis work  is focused on the development of an ad hoc 
version of the OEM in order to retrieve HNO3 spectra observed by means of GBMS. 
Many sensitivity tests were performed in order to extract the maximum information 
from the spectral measurements without introducing ambiguous oscillation in the 
retrievals. To further investigate capabilities and limits of the new method I also 
performed a comparison between HNO3 vertical profiles retrieved with the OEM and 
those obtained with the old iterative Matrix Inversion method. A sample of this 
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comparison is presented in this thesis. Results show no significant differences in 
retrieved profiles and error estimates, with the OEM providing however additional 
information needed to better characterize the retrievals. A final section of Chapter 3 is 
dedicated to a brief review on the application of the OEM to other trace gases observed 
by GBMS, namely O3 and N2O, and further results are illustrated in a paper “Evolution 
of temperature, O3, CO, and N2O profiles during the exceptional 2009 Arctic major 
stratospheric warming as observed by lidar and mm-wave spectroscopy at Thule 
(76.5°N, 68.8°W), Greenland” recently submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research 
and presented in Appendix A. 
A validation of the HNO3 profiles obtained with the new inversion method is then 
presented in Chapter 4. The first step is the validation of the tropospheric opacity τz 
which accounts for the fraction of the stratospheric radiation absorbed in troposphere 
before reaching the ground based instrument. In the 230 - 280 GHz spectral region 
sampled by GBMS the atmospheric opacity arises almost entirely from water vapor and 
the conversion from τz to the total amount of water vapor contained in the column of air 
(precipitable water vapor, or PWV) can be obtained by means of a simple linear 
relationship. An extensive validation of GBMS opacity measurements has therefore 
been obtained comparing the GBMS PWV with correlative measurements carried out 
by means of Vaisala RS92k radiosondes, a Raman Lidar and a Fourier Transform 
Infrared Spectroradiometer (FTIR) during the primary field campaign of the ECOWAR 
(Earth COoling by WAter vapour Radiation) project (Bhawar et al., 2008). This 
intercomparison is presented in the paper: Measurements of low amounts of precipitable 
water vapor by millimeter wave spectroscopy: An intercomparison with radiosonde, 
Raman lidar, and Fourier transform infrared data, published on the Journal of 
Geophysical Research. Additional results obtained comparing GBMS and FTIR 
measurements are illustrated in the paper “Water vapor sounding with the far infrared 
REFIR-PAD spectroradiometer from a high-altitude ground-based station during the 
ECOWAR campaign”, submitted to Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics and presented 
in Appendix B. These two manuscripts show that GBMS PWV measurements are in 
good agreement with the other three data sets exhibiting a mean difference between 
observations of ’9%. 
After this initial validation, GBMS HNO3 retrievals have been compared to two 
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sets of satellite data produced by the two NASA/JPL Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) 
experiments (aboard the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) from 1991 to 
1999, and on the Earth Observing System (EOS) Aura mission from 2004 to date). This 
part of my thesis is inserted in GOZCARDS (Global Ozone Chemistry and Related 
Trace gas Data Records for the Stratosphere), a multi-year MEaSUREs project, aimed 
at developing a long-term data record of stratospheric constituents relevant to the issues 
of ozone decline and expected recovery. This data record will be based mainly on 
satellite-derived measurements but ground-based observations will be pivotal for 
assessing offsets between satellite data sets. Since the GBMS has been operated for 
more than 15 years, its nitric acid data record offers a unique opportunity for cross-
calibrating HNO3 measurements from the two MLS experiments. I compare GBMS 
HNO3 measurements obtained from the Italian Alpine station of Testa Grigia (45.9° N, 
7.7° E, elev. 3500 m), during the period February 2004 - March 2007, and from Thule 
Air Base, Greenland (76.5°N 68.8°W), during polar winter 2008/09, and Aura MLS 
observations. Since Aura is in a near polar orbit, co-located measurements are available 
for both these sites. A similar intercomparison is made between UARS MLS HNO3 
measurements with those carried out from the GBMS at South Pole, Antarctica (90°S), 
during the most part of 1993 and 1995. I assess systematic differences between GBMS 
and both UARS and Aura HNO3 data sets at seven potential temperature levels. Results 
show that, except for measurements carried out at Thule, ground based and satellite data 
sets are consistent within the errors, at all potential temperature levels. 
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 Chapter 1  
Nitric Acid in the atmosphere 
  
This research work is focused on measurements of nitric acid (HNO3) in the 
stratosphere. Despite of its low concentration, HNO3 is a very important constituent of 
the middle atmosphere being a major reservoir for nitrogen species (e.g., NO and NO2), 
and playing a major role in processes that control stratospheric ozone depletion. Mixing 
ratio vertical profiles retrieved by ground-based measurements carried out in both 
hemispheres at polar and mid-latitudes, and correlative satellite observations, are 
presented. HNO3 vertical profiles are characterized by a mixing ratio peak, whose 
altitude and intensity show a significant latitudinal and seasonal dependence. This 
chapter starts off introducing the HNO3 concentration global distribution, as inferred 
from UARS MLS and Odin/SMR satellite observations (the longest and most 
comprehensive HNO3 dataset available). The main sources and sinks of HNO3 in the 
middle atmosphere are presented as well. Finally, the direct and indirect effects of 
HNO3 variability on the stratospheric ozone loss process are illustrated. 
1.1 Climatology 
The first measurements of HNO3 in the stratosphere were carried out by Murcray et 
al. (1968), and were followed by the first space-based measurements taken by the Limb 
Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) on Nimbus 7 (Gille and Russel, 1984, 
Gille et al., 1984). Quasi continuous observations of nitric acid mixing ratio vertical 
profiles, covering a full annual cycle in the Antarctic region, were obtained for the first 
time by means of the Ground Based Millimeter-wave Spectrometer in 1993 (de Zafra et 
al., 1997, McDonald et al., 2000, Muscari et al., 2002). Since then, stratospheric nitric 
acid has been measured from the ground and from space by a variety of passive sensors, 
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operating at infrared and millimeter wavelengths. Until recently the longest data set is 
based on measurements made between 1991 and 1999 by the Microwave Limb Sounder 
(MLS) on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) (Santee et al., 2004). In 
2001, HNO3 observations by means of two new space based instruments started: the 
advanced successor to the MLS experiment on UARS, aboard of the new EOS Aura 
satellite (Santee et al., 2007), and the Sub-Millimeter Radiometer (SMR) on the Odin 
satellite (Urban et al., 2009). MLS and SMR together provide a global data set from 
1991 to 2009, with a short gap between 1999 and 2001, which gives comprehensive 
information on the global distribution and the variability of nitric acid in the 
stratosphere. 
Above a given altitude layer, (upper troposphere or lower stratosphere, depending 
on the chemical species considered) the effect of surface sources and sinks on the 
concentration of trace gases is negligible, and this concentration is fully determined by 
chemical and dynamical processes. It is then convenient to introduce spatial coordinates 
that account for the vertical stratification and the horizontal dynamics of the 
atmosphere.The vertical coordinate chosen is the potential temperature, that is the 
temperature a given air parcel would have if adiabatically moved to sea level altitude. 
Surfaces where the potential temperature has the same value are called isentropic 
surfaces, because an air parcel can move along them without spending energy.  
The main dynamical feature determining meridional trace gas distributions in the 
stratosphere is the formation of polar vortices. These are strong cyclonic circulations 
centered around both polar regions, which extend from the middle troposphere to the 
stratosphere, and are stronger in polar winter. Because of the high pressure gradients 
and high wind velocities, vortex air is prevented from mixing with air outside the 
vortex. This leads to a strong difference in atmospheric composition between air masses 
inside and outside the vortex. This leads to the definition of a dynamical horizontal 
coordinate, called equivalent latitude, that accounts for the penetration of airmasses in 
and out of the vortex. According to Lary et al. (1995), potential latitude is “the latitude 
of a latitude circle which encloses the same area as the potential-vorticity (PV) 
contour”, where PV is a dynamical conserved quantity expressing the distance from the 
edge of the vortex. 
HNO3 exhibits little vertical, seasonal and interannual variability at the tropics. 
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Mixing ratio values increase from low to high equivalent latitudes throughout the lower 
and the middle stratosphere. A pronounced seasonal cycle is present at middle and high 
equivalent latitudes in both hemispheres, with a winter maximum and a summer 
minimum, as expected from gas-phase chemistry (e.g. Austin et al., 1986; Santee et al., 
2004). Large interannual variability in the timing, magnitude, and duration of enhanced 
wintertime HNO3 abundances is seen in both hemispheres, and the variability increases 
with increasing equivalent latitude. The peak in the vertical profile occurs around 700–
750 K potential temperature (~27-29 km) near the equator and moves steadily down in 
altitude to ~550 K (~23 km) in the vortex core in midwinter. Vortex mixing ratios near 
the peak are comparable in the two hemispheres. Above the peak, maximum 
abundances are larger in the Antarctic than in the Arctic, whereas below the peak 
maximum abundances are larger in the North. In the Southern Hemisphere, Polar 
Stratospheric Clouds formation and denitrification starts to reverse the seasonal increase 
in HNO3 abundances in early winter, namely in May (for a discussion on PSC 
formation, see section 1.2.2.). Virtually complete removal of gas-phase HNO3 occurs at 
the highest southern equivalent latitude by July in every year throughout the lower 
stratosphere. In contrast, even in the coldest Arctic winters, HNO3 depletion is modest 
and more limited in both horizontal and vertical extent. Middle and upper stratospheric 
nitric acid enhancement, characterized by a considerable inter annual variability, is 
observed in midwinter. This high altitude HNO3 rich air gradually descends during 
winter, eventually joining the main layer in the late winter 
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Figure 1.1 Seasonal evolution of the global distribution of UARS MLS HNO3 as a function of equivalent 
Latitude at eight potential temperature levels between 960 and 420 K. Values are obtained by averaging 
together the results for seven individual years. Paler colors denote the regions in which the estimated 
precision of the interpolated values is poor. Overlaid in black are contours delimiting the regions in which 
data from fewer than three distinct years contributed to the averaged values. (from Santee et al., 2004) 
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1.2 Source and sinks 
chemistry that generates stratospheric HNO3 can be divided into gas phases and 
heterogeneous reactions. The first take place at any latitude and their equilibrium alone 
determines the nitric acid concentration at low and mid-latitudes. The latter, instead, 
taking place on aerosol particles and ice crystals forming the so-called Polar 
Stratospheric Clouds (PSC), are relevant mostly in the polar stratosphere. The main 
features of polar stratospheric chemistry and the role of nitric acid in the ozone 
depletion mechanism will be outlined in section 1.2.2. 
1.2.1 Gas-phase reactions 
The main chemical source of nitric acid is the three-body gas-phase reaction  
 while major sinks are photolysis 
HNO3 + hν→ OH + NO2 (R2) 
and the oxidation by OH: 
HNO3 + OH → H2O + NO3 (R3) 
(e.g. Austin et al., 1986; Brasseur et al., 1999). 
Both processes make comparable contributions to HNO3 loss in the lower 
stratosphere. Reaction R3 dominates the HNO3 loss mechanism in the upper 
stratosphere (Dessler, 2000). During darkness, the highly reactive OH molecules is 
rapidly depleted, stopping reactions R1 and R3. Night of course also stops the 
photolytic destruction reaction R2. Thus, in the polar winter darkness, the lifetime of 
HNO3 governed by gas phase reactions becomes extremely long (Brasseur and 
Solomon, 1984) and heterogeneous reactions become more important. Nitrogen species 
are heterogeneously converted to HNO3 on background aerosol through a variety of less 
direct pathways. Conversion of NO and NO2 to N2O5 takes place rapidly through the 
gas phase reactions: 
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NO + O3 →NO2+ O2 (R4) 
NO2 + O3 → NO3 + O2 (R5) 
NO2+ NO3+ M →N2O5+ M (R6) 
followed by hydrolysis of N2O5 on water containing aerosols: 
N2O5 + H2Oaerosol → 2 HNO3 (R7) 
(Garcia and Solomon, 1994; Santee et al., 1999; de Zafra and Smyshlyaev, 2001). 
Therefore, a strong increase in the HNO3 mixing ratio is observed to start shortly after 
polar sunset, as the photolytic chemistry stops, and to go on during fall and winter; in 
this period nitric acid represents almost 100% of NOy at altitudes up to 23-25 km 
(Garcia and Solomon, 1994; Schneider et al., 1999; Michelsen et al., 1999) 
1.2.2 Polar Stratospheric Clouds and heterogeneous chemistry 
In the winter polar stratosphere, the liquid or solid surfaces needed for 
heterogeneous reactions to take place consist of polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) 
particles. PSC form between 20 and 30 km altitude, when temperatures are very low. At 
temperatures under 78°C, nitric acid can either freeze in a compound called NAT 
(Nitric Acid Trihydrate), resulting in solid aerosol particles (PSC type 1a), or coalesce 
in liquid form with water on sulphuric acid nuclei in supercooled ternary solution 
droplets (PSC type 1b). Both have a particle diameter around 1 μm.  
Type-2-PSC consist of pure crystals of frozen water, forming at even lower 
temperatures between -95 C and -90 C. Their diameter being about 10 μm, they tend to 
sink down into the troposphere, leading to extended dehydration of the stratosphere. 
The chlorine disabling reaction is a relevant pathway leading to HNO3 formation 
in the polar night: 
ClO + NO2 → ClONO2  (R8) 
followed by  
C1ONO2+ H2Oaerosol→ HOCl+ HNO3 (R9) 
10 
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or 
C1ONO2 + HClaerosol →C12 + HNO3 (R10) 
[e.g.Hanson et al., 1994; Kondo et al., 1997] 
Reactions R7, R9 and R10 take place on either sulfate aerosols or PSC particles. 
Sulfate aerosols provide an important pathway for the heterogeneous creation of HNO3 
in regions with temperatures above the Polar Stratospheric Clouds threshold. Reaction 
R7 is dominant, with a reaction probability of ~0.1, at least an order of magnitude 
higher then the probability for reactions R9 and R10 at temperatures above 
approximately 200 K [Lefevre et al., 1994]. Reaction R8 is thought to be relatively 
insensitive to the composition of the aerosols, temperature and particle size, and will 
operate efficiently over the full range of conditions experienced in the polar stratosphere 
(Rodriguez et al., 1991). Because of their inverse temperature dependence, reactions R9 
and R10 will only contribute to HNO3 production during the cold polar winter (Hanson 
et al., 1994, and references therein). In particular, reaction R9 becomes important at 
temperatures below 200 K, as its reaction probability increases exponentially with 
decreasing temperature. 
As soon as stratospheric temperatures reach a critical range, condensation of HNO3 
on PSC particles causes a rapid withdrawal of gas-phase HNO3 from the polar 
stratosphere. Several studies (McDonald et al., 2000, Santee et al., 1998) suggest a 
condensation temperature close to 195K at ~20 km, indicating that the first PSCs to 
form are composed of ternary solutions of HNO3, H2O and H2SO4. After prolonged 
exposure to low temperatures nitric acid trihydrate or nitric acid dihydrate particles 
begin to nucleate, and a mixed cloud results. Meanwhile, a transfer of HNO3 vapor from 
the ternary solution droplets to the more stable crystalline particles takes place, with 
eventual complete conversion. According to Tabazadeh et al. (1994a, 1995, 1996) this 
PSCs formation mechanism dominate if the preexisting sulfate aerosols are liquid. On 
the contrary, if the majority of the background aerosols are frozen, the growth of ternary 
solutions is inhibited and the initial formation of a metastable water-rich solid phase 
containing HNO3 is promoted. In polar midwinter most lower stratospheric HNO3 is 
incorporated into PSC particles and very little is left in the gas phase. In contrast to this 
scenario in the lower stratosphere, a rapid increase of HNO3 mixing ratio is observed in 
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the middle and upper stratosphere (Austin et al., 1986, McDonald et al., 2000). Several 
mechanisms have been proposed to explain these high-altitude HNO3 enhancements in 
the polar winter, which results in a second mixing ratio peak in the middle stratosphere. 
Gas phase reactions involving nitrogen species lead to the formation of N2O5, which is 
then converted into HNO3 by heterogeneous reactions. The high altitudes preclude such 
reactions occurring on polar stratospheric clouds. Conversely Kawa et al. (1995) 
proposed that heterogeneous reactions on hydrated ion clusters could speed up the 
conversion of N2O5 into HNO3. They concluded that the ion concentration needed to 
generate the second peak in HNO3 was too large. Bekki et al. (1997) invoked 
heterogeneous chemistry on aerosol sulfate particles to explain the HNO3 
enhancements, but the sulfate aerosol layer extends only up to near 30–35 km. de Zafra 
and Smyshlyaev (2001) successfully modeled high-altitude mid-winter enhancements by 
combining these two mechanisms, with ion cluster chemistry playing a dominant role in 
the mid and upper stratosphere. Their study required a large, but not unrealistic, 
downward flux of NOx from the polar winter mesosphere. Energetic particle 
precipitation is known to create NOx in the mesosphere and thermosphere, and hence to 
strongly influence its flux into the upper stratosphere. First predicted by Solomon et al. 
(1982), observational evidence for stratospheric NOx enhancements during and after 
periods of high geomagnetic activity has been extensively documented (e.g., Callis and 
Lambeth, 1998; Randall et al., 2001; Siskind et al., 2000, and references therein). More 
recently two studies by Natarajan et al. (2004) and Orsolini et al. (2005) have shown 
the link between the solar storm of 2003 and strong stratospheric NOx enhancements 
observed during winter and spring 2004. 
After the return of warmer temperature following the polar winter, HNO3 
incorporated into PSC aerosols which have not gravitationally settled out of the 
stratosphere return in the gas phase and are reduced by photolysis to other species in the 
family of NOy. The enduring depression of HNO3 abundance extensively observed in 
the Antarctic polar spring proves that a significant amount of nitric acid is irreversibly 
removed from the lower stratosphere through denitrification, and is not only temporarily 
sequestered in PSC particles (Santee et al., 2004). 
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1.3 Effects on Ozone depletion 
Nitric acid (HNO3) plays several pivotal roles in the processes controlling 
stratospheric ozone depletion (Solomon et al., 1999, WMO 2003). It is a primary 
reservoir for reactive odd nitrogen which is responsible for the main catalytic cycle: 
NO+O3→NO2+O2 (R11)  
NO2+O→NO+O2 (R12) 
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 
O+O3→2O2 (R13) 
directly depleting ozone in the middle stratosphere (Brasseur and Solomon, 1984). 
HNO3 is also a major player in both the activation and the deactivation of chlorine 
and bromine species and thus indirectly regulates the extent and the duration of ozone 
loss. As seen in section 1.1, the presence of HNO3 in polar regions promotes the 
formation of PSC particles through co-condensation with H2O on sulfate aerosols. 
Heterogeneous reactions, taking place on the surface of these particles, convert chlorine 
and bromine from the reservoir species ClONO2, BrONO2 and HCl, which are typically 
the dominant forms in the lower stratosphere, to the reactive species Cl2, HOCl, ClNO2, 
HOBr, and BrCl during the winter darkness. Such heterogeneous reactions are 
ClONO2+H2O(s)→HOCl+HNO3 (R14) 
ClONO2+HCl(s)→Cl2+HNO3 (R15) 
HOCl+HCl(s)→Cl2+H2O (R16) 
N2O5+HCl(s)→ClNO2+HNO3  (R17) 
BrONO2+H2O(s)→HOBr+HNO3  (R18) 
HOBr+HCl(s)→BrCl+H2O (R19) 
When sunlight returns to the polar regions, Cl2, HOCl, ClNO2, HOBr, and BrCl are 
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rapidly photolysed to produce Cl and Br, which deplete O3 primarily through the ClO 
dimer cycle [Molina and Molina, 1987]: 
2×(Cl+O3→ClO+O2) (R20) 
ClO+ClO+M→Cl2O2+M (R21) 
Cl2O2+hν→Cl+ClOO (R22) 
ClOO+M→Cl+O2+M (R23) 
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ 
                            2O3+hν→3O2 (R24) 
and the analogous BrO cycle. 
On the other hand, photolysis of HNO3 vapor releases NO2 enabling a major 
pathway for the deactivation of chlorine and bromine via the reformation of ClONO2 
and BrONO2 through reactions: 
ClO+NO2+M→ClONO2+M (R25)  
BrO+NO2+M→BrONO2+M (R26) 
Thus, when denitrification takes place during winter, little NO2 can be produced 
after sunrise by photolysis of HNO3, causing a delay in the deactivation of chlorine and 
bromine through R25, R26 and leading to extended ozone depletion. 
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 Chapter 2  
Ground-Based Millimeter-Wave 
Spectrometer HNO3 measurements 
  
The most important data sets used in this thesis are HNO3 mixing ratio vertical 
profiles obtained by means of the Ground-Based Millimeter-wave Spectrometer 
(GBMS). The GBMS was designed and built at the Physics and Astronomy Department 
of the State University of New York at Stony Brook, in the early 90’s, and has been 
regularly upgraded and operated at polar and mid-latitudes since then. It allows the 
retrieval of mixing ratio vertical profiles of stratospheric and mesospheric trace gases 
(O3, HNO3, N2O, CO, HCN and HDO) by measuring their emission spectra between 
230 and 280 GHz, with a pass band of 600 MHz and a resolution of ~1 MHz. 
Emission of radiation in the millimeter-wave range corresponds to transitions 
between rotational energy levels of molecules. When a molecule undergoes a transition 
between two discrete energy states, E1 and E2, a photon is emitted or absorbed at the 
frequency ( )2 1E E
h
ν −= , where h is Plank’s constant. Since molecular transitions 
involve discrete energies, each emission line indicates a specific transition of a specific 
molecule. The discrete emission lines are broadened by different processes. The first 
one is the natural broadening, due to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, which can be 
neglected in the microwave frequency region. The second broadening process is the 
Doppler broadening, accounting for the movement of the molecules relative to the 
observer and hence for the Doppler shift of the emitted radiation. The third and most 
important broadening mechanism in respect to microwave remote sensing is the 
pressure broadening, due to collisions of the emitting molecule with air molecules. As 
the pressure decreases exponentially with height, the pressure broadening is altitude 
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dependent and the measured spectrum allows to retrieve information on the vertical 
distribution of the emitting species (Janssen, 1993). Therefore, measurements of 
atmospheric constituents vertical profiles are possible up to altitudes where the pressure 
broadening is dominant respect to the Doppler broadening. 
HNO3 has a complex millimeter-wave spectrum, characterized by a large number of 
relatively weak rotational lines, hard to detect individually. The strongest emission lines 
are enclosed in the frequency range 269.172 - 269.452 GHz, and are all within 30 to 100 
MHz from one another. The Ground-Based Millimeter-Wave Spectrometer (GBMS) 
observes a cluster of lines centered at 269.211 GHz which appears as a single signature 
in the spectrometer pass band, due to the pressure broadening. In the spectral window 
sampled by GBMS for measuring HNO3 also the signature of a background ozone line 
is observed. Figure 2.1 shows two HNO3 representative spectra measured from the 
GBMS at South Pole in 1993. The blue line is a typical spectrum observed during fall, 
when the highest concentrations of Nitric Acid are recorded. The green spectrum is 
measured during polar winter, when HNO3 has been significantly depleted from the 
lower stratosphere and, at the same time, replenished at higher altitudes through descent 
from the upper stratosphere. As result of these processes the pressure broadening of 
each emission line is strongly reduced and single emission lines become visible in the 
second spectrum. The individual line positions are indicated in white.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Two sample HNO3 spectra recorded by means of the GBMS at South Pole, in 1993. Individual 
lines position is indicated in white. See text for details. 
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2.1 
',
Radiative transfer at millimeter wavelength 
The equation of radiative transfer for the nonscattering, nonrefractive atmosphere in 
thermal equilibrium between a point z = z0 and another point z = zobs, where a ground-
based instrument could be located, is given by (Chandrasekhar, 1960): 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0
0
,
0 , ' '
obs
obs obs
z
z z z z
obs
z
I z I z e B T z e dντν ν ν κ ν−= + ∫ zντ−  (2.1) 
where Iν(zobs) is the intensity of radiation at frequency ν measured at z = zobs, BB
'
obsz
obs
z
z z z dzντ κ ν= ∫
)
ν(T) 
is the Plank function for a blackbody at temperature T, k(ν,z) is the absorption 
coefficient per unit length, and τν(z, zobs) is the optical depth between z and zobs.  The 
optical depth represents the total absorption experienced by the signal before reaching 
the observing instrument, due to the presence of the atmospheric layer between z0 and 
zobs: 
( ) ( ), , '  (2.2) 
The first term on the right side of equation (2.1) can be interpreted as the 
attenuation of the background radiation by the factor  and for emission lines 
with no background radiation present the term is neglected. 
( 0 , obsz ze ντ−
At stratospheric temperatures and for millimeter wavelengths, the Rayleigh-Jeans 
limit, hν<<kT, is valid and the Plank function for a blackbody at temperature T 
simplifies to: 
( ) 222k TB T cν
ν=  (2.3) 
where k is Boltzman’s constant and c the speed of light. Thus, the intensity of a 
stratospheric spectral line can be expressed in units of brightness temperature, defined 
by: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )max ,* , , obs
obs
z
z z
obs
z
T z T z z e dντν κ ν −= ∫ z  (2.4) 
where the limits of integration have been reversed, so as to go from the ground 
(zobs) to the maximum altitude of emission (zmax). 
The absorption coefficient κ(ν,z) is the sum of the coefficients κlm relative to all the 
possible transitions in the frequency range observed by the GBMS, l and m being two 
generic states. Each coefficient is given by (Gordy and Cook, 1970): 
( )3 28( , ) 1 exp ( ) ( , )
3lm l lm lm lm
k z f h kT z f
hc
π νν ν μ ρ ν⎡ ⎤= − −⎣ ⎦ ν  (2.5) 
where fl is the fraction of molecules in the lower energy state, μlm is the total dipole 
moment matrix element for the transition, ρ(z) is the number density of the emitting or 
absorbing molecule, νlm is the frequency of the transition and f(ν, νlm) is the line shape 
function. The molecular fraction fl is given by: 
/lE kTl lf g e Q=  (2.6) 
where 
jE kT
j
j
Q g e−=∑  (2.7) 
is the partition function and gl is the degeneracy of the lower state. The term fl can 
be conveniently expressed as the product of the fraction of molecules in rotational, spin, 
vibrational and electronic states: 
l rot spin vib elecf f f f f=  (2.8) 
Incorporating explicitly the fraction for rotational and spin states into equation (2.5) 
results in: 
/
3
2/8( , ) e ( ) ( , )
3
Em kT
lE kT
lm rs vib elec lm lm
rs
k z g e f f z f
hcQ
π νν μ ρ ν ν−−⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦  (2.9) 
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Where Qrs is the combined rotational and spin partition function, grs is the 
degeneracy of the lower rotation-spin energy state and El, Em are the lower and upper 
state rotational energies. Integrated line intensities Ilm(T0), for T0=300 K are given in the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) catalog (available at http://spec.jpl.nasa.gov) (Petkie et 
al., 2003): 
/ 0
0
3 2
/
0
8( ) e
3
Em kT
l
x
E kTlm x lm
lm
rs
SI T e
hcQ
π μ ν −−⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦  (2.10) 
where xSlm is the line strength and μ2x is the projection of the molecular dipole on 
the molecular radiation field. 
For determining the line intensity at other temperatures, the temperature 
dependence of the rotation-spin partition function can be well approximated by: 
3/ 2
rsQ T∝  (2.11) 
Thus the line intensity at any temperature is obtained from the JPL catalog 
according to: 
/ 0
0
/ 0
0
/
0
0 /
0
( ) e
( ) ( )
( ) e
Em kT
l
Em kT
l
E kT
rs
lm lm E kT
rs
Q T e
I T I T
Q T e
−
−
−
−
⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦= ⎡ ⎤−⎣ ⎦
 (2.12) 
For many molecules emitting in the millimeter-wave region, included HNO3, only 
the ground state is populated at stratospheric temperatures, transitions are purely 
rotational and fvib and felec can be approximated to 1. 
Thus the total absorption coefficient in term of the JPL catalog line intensities can 
be written: 
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , )lm lm lmk z I T z fν ρ ν ν=  (2.13) 
The line shape function ( ), lmf ν ν  accounts for the broadening of the line and looks 
different depending on the underlying broadening process. The pressure-broadened line 
shape can be well approximated by a Lorentzian: 
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( ) ( )2 2,
c
lm
lm c
f νν ν π ν ν ν
Δ= − + Δ  (2.14) 
The pressure-broadened half-width, Δνc, is given by: 
( ) 00
0
( )
( )c
TP zT
P T z
χ
ν γ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤Δ = ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦  (2.15) 
where the pressure broadening coefficient at the reference temperature, γ(T0), is 
expressed in MHz/mbar, and the temperature exponent χ is an adimensional coefficient.  
As pressure decreases with altitude, the pressure broadening becomes less 
important and the Doppler broadening begins to dominate the line shape. The Doppler 
half width is given by 
2 ln 2lmD
kT
c m
ννΔ =  (2.16) 
where m is the mass of the molecule. Note that the Doppler line width doesn’t 
depend on the pressure and is proportional to the frequency. Hence, the observation of 
lines at lower frequencies allows generally to reach higher altitudes. For the observed 
HNO3 lines the Doppler broadening starts to dominate on the pressure broadening at 
around 50-60 km, and these altitudes are therefore close to the upper limit for the 
retrieval of vertical profile. 
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Figure 2.2 Line shapes due to emission from different altitudes. In the stratosphere and lower mesosphere 
the pressure broadening is dominant (Δνc>ΔνD) and the line width decrease with altitudes. When pressure 
broadening becomes negligible with respect to Doppler broadening (Δνc<<ΔνD) the line width doesn’t 
depend on atmospheric pressure anymore. 
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2.2 Observing setup 
The GBMS is a high sensitivity cryogenically cooled heterodyne receiver, followed 
by a back-end spectrometer. For the measurement made in 1993 and 1995 filter banks 
were used, later replaced by an Acousto-Optical Spectrometer (AOS). The receiver 
converts millimeter wave signals, arising from molecular rotational transitions, to lower 
«Intermediate» Frequencies (IF) by mixing them with the signal emitted from a local 
oscillator. The mixing occurs by means of a SIS (Superconductor-Insulator-
Superconductor) tunnel junction double side band mixer. The IF output contains all the 
spectral information of the incoming signal but is shifted to much lower frequencies 
where it can be amplified. This output is then sent to the filter banks, or to the AOS, 
which produce the intensity vs. frequency spectrum that is eventually analyzed. Both 
the filter banks and the Acousto-Optical Spectrometer have 512 read-out channels, with 
a resolution of 1 MHz and 1.2 MHz, respectively.  
 
Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of the GBMS front end . See text for details. 
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A schematic diagram of the observing setup is shown in Figure 2.3. During normal 
data taking operations the GBMS observes radiation from two different directions, 
switched by a rotating reflective semicircular chopper wheel at ~1 Hz frequency. This 
technique of beam-switching allows a small atmospheric signal to be recovered from 
large background temperatures. One observing direction is near the zenith (reference 
beam, or R) while the other points between 10° and 15° above the horizon (signal beam, 
or S). Since the signal beam travels a longer path through the lower atmosphere, it will 
have a greater emission intensity than the reference. A dielectric sheet made of 
Plexiglas (weakly emitting at millimeter wavelength) is placed in the R beam to balance 
the power between the two signals. This power balance is maintained by a servo 
mechanism which adjusts the elevation angle of the signal beam if the (S-R) power 
level deviates from zero, as atmospheric conditions change. Atmospheric radiation from 
both beam directions enters through a window made of Eccofoam, characterized by a 
very small opacity at millimeter wavelengths. The total power (expressed in 
temperature units) observed in the S direction at the frequency ν is expressed by: 
* '( ) ( ) 2 (1 ) 2 (1 ) ( )s z w s z w wA As z s atm w recT T A e e T e e T e T
τ τ τ τ τν ν ν− − − − −= + − + − + (2.17) 
where A's, and As are the stratospheric and tropospheric air mass factors for signal 
direction, T*z(ν) is the stratospheric emission signal of interest in the zenith direction 
(which we assume can be transformed to the molecular emission along any other line of 
sight by multiplying by Ax, i.e., we assume the atmospheric homogeneity), τz is the 
opacity of the atmosphere in the zenith direction (which, again, we assume can be 
transformed to the opacity along any other line of sight by multiplying by Ax). Trec(ν) is 
the receiver noise, and Tw and τw are the physical temperature and opacity of the window 
material, respectively. Tatm is the mean physical temperature of the noise-radiating 
atmosphere, typically that of the first few km within the troposphere containing most of 
the water vapor. In this equation, terms involving exp(–τx) represent attenuation of 
signal by some entity along the path whose total opacity is τx, while terms involving 
Tx(1 - exp(-τx)) represent emission by the same entity, assumed to be at a mean physical 
temperature Tx. An expression similar to equation (2.17) gives the output power from 
the R direction 
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2 (1 ) 2 (1 ) ( )
p pw wr z r z
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A A
r z r atm
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T T A e e e T e e e
T e e T e e T
τ ττ ττ τ
τ τ ττ
ν ν
ν
− −− −− −
− − −−
= + −
− + − +
+
 (2.18) 
where terms have been added to represent signal attenuation by the compensating 
sheet and its broadband emission for a given opacity τp and physical temperature Tp. 
The air mass factors are the ratio between the slant path and the zenith path at a 
particular altitude. Assuming a plane-parallel atmosphere for the tropospheric air mass 
factors, we have As=Ar~1/sinθ. For the stratospheric air mass factor A' instead, the 
plane-parallel approximation is not sufficient, and in either beam we have: 
2 2
'
( ) ( ) co
e source
e source e obs
R ZA
R Z R Z 2s θ
+= + − + , (2.19) 
where Re is the radius of the earth, Zsource is the altitude of the emitting molecules, 
Zobs is the altitude of the observer, and θ is the observing angle of the beam. In the 
reference beam, θ is typically 90°, so this factor is 1. 
At power balance, the frequency averaged emission intensities for signal and 
reference directions are equal: s RT T= . Since terms due to molecular emission from 
stratospheric trace gases (those involving T*z ) are negligible compared to other terms, 
we have: 
(1 ) (1 )
(1 ) (1 ) (1 )
s z w w
p pw wr z
A
atm w
A
atm w p
T e e T e
T e e e T e e T e
τ τ τ
τ ττ ττ
− − −
− −− −−
− + − ≈
− + − + pτ−−  (2.20) 
Thus the observed signal, given by the difference between the signal and the 
reference beams normalized by the reference signal, can be written as: 
( ) ( )
( )
( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )
r z ps z w
s z w w
A τ τA τ τ* ' '
z s rs r
A τ τ τ
r atm w rec
T ν A e A e eT ν T ν
T ν 2T 1 e e 2T 1 e T ν
− −− −
− − −
−−
=
− + − +
(2.21) 
Equation (2.21) can be rearranged to obtain Tz* explicitly: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )νT
νTνT
νSFνT
r
rs*
z
−×= , (2.22) 
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with the scale factor SF(ν) given by: 
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
s z w w
r z ps z w
A τ τ τ
atm w rec
A τ τA τ τ' '
s r
2T 1 e e 2T 1 e T ν
SF ν
A e A e e
− − −
− −− −
− + − +
=
−
 (2.23) 
The result of scaling by SF(ν) is to compensate for geometrical path length in the 
actual observing direction, receiver sensitivity, and time-varying tropospheric 
attenuation. In the retrieval process of some atmospheric trace gases (e.g., ozone), SF(ν) 
needs to be corrected to take into account self absorption (absorption by molecules of 
the same species as emission signals pass through the stratosphere), but for HNO3 this 
effect is negligible. A detailed discussion on the calibration of the receiver using hot and 
cold temperature loads to derive the values needed to calculate the scale factor is given 
by de Zafra (1995) and Parrish et al.(1988). 
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 Chapter 3  
Optimal Estimation Method for 
inversion of millimeter-wave emission 
spectra 
 
For the retrieval of HNO3 profiles considered in this study an ad hoc version of the 
Optimal Estimation Method (OEM) has been developed. The OEM is a generic 
algorithm, formulated by Rodgers (1976, 2000), for solving atmospheric inversion 
problems, that is inverting a known equation which express radiation as a function of 
the atmospheric state. This type of problem is usually under-constrained and so the 
solution space contains many possible outcomes. The OEM uses an a priori profile to 
constrain this space. One of the main advantage of this technique is that no assumptions 
are made about the nature of state vector; it may contain altitude profiles of different 
atmospheric constituents, as any set of instrumental and atmospheric parameters (Kuntz 
et al., 1999). As seen in Chapter 2, the spectral window sampled by GBMS for 
measuring HNO3 contains also the signature of a background ozone line. In our 
implementation we consider both the HNO3 and the O3 profile as quantities to be 
retrieved.  
The Optimal Estimation Method is discussed in great detail by Rodgers (1976, 
1990, 2000) and will be illustrated only briefly in the first section of this chapter. The 
adaptation of the general theory to GBMS measurements will be presented here, with 
particular emphasis on the parameter selection and the retrieval characterization. A 
sample comparison of HNO3 vertical profiles retrieved with the OEM and with an 
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iterative matrix inversion method (used in the past for GBMS HNO3 retrievals) will be 
also shown. The last section of this chapter is dedicated to a brief review on the 
application of the OEM to other trace gases observed by GBMS. 
3.1 The Optimal estimation Method: theoretical 
background 
In any atmospheric remote measurements, the measured quantity, y, is a vector 
valued function F of the unknown state of the atmosphere x and of a set of additional 
parameters b. The relationship between the measurement vector and the state vector can 
be expressed as: 
εbxFy += ),(  (3.1)  
where F(x) is the Forward model, describing the complete physics of the problem, 
and ε represents the measurement noise. 
Equation (3.1) can be re-formulated into a simplified form by linearizing the 
forward model about some reference state x0: 
εxxKεxx
x
xFxFy +−=+−∂
∂=− )()()()( 000  (3.2)  
K is the Weighting Function matrix in which each element is the partial derivative 
of a Forward Model element with respect to a state vector element: 
,
( )i
i j
j
F xK
x
∂= ∂  (3.3)  
Each row of K corresponds to a different measurement and the elements along the 
row represent the sensitivity of each measurement to the different profile elements.  
Neglecting the noise term, equation (3.2) is well-determined only if the Weighting 
Function matrix is square and if it has maximum rank. In real atmospheric problems it 
doesn’t happen very often. Moreover, because of the noise present in all physical 
measurements, there is a nonuniqueness in the observation which leads to a 
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nonuniqueness in the solution. Some a priori information are necessary to constrain the 
solution. The approach used in the OEM is combining the measurements vector and the 
a priori profile information together, with weights given from the respective inverse 
covariances. In practice any a priori information can be regarded as a “virtual 
measurement”, providing an estimate of the state vector xa, with covariance Sa. As long 
as the problem is linear, x=K-1y provides another estimate of x. If the measurement 
vector y has a covariance matrix Sε, than the inverse covariance of this second estimate 
of x is given by KTSε-1K. So combining these independent information, coming from 
“actual” and “virtual” measurements, we obtain an estimate of x: 
KSKS
ySKxSx 1
ε
T1
a
1
ε
T
a
1
a
−−
−−
+
+=ˆ  (3.4)  
with covariance: 
1)(ˆ −−− += KSKSS 1εT1a  (3.5)  
The diagonal elements of Sa and Sε (designated with σ2a and σ2ε) are the variances 
of the single elements of the a priori profile and of the measurement vector, 
respectively. The-off diagonal elements contain information about the cross-correlation 
between the different elements of the vector. If they are nonzero a correlation exists and 
we can have more information about the vector than is the case if the off-diagonal 
elements are negligible. 
Given equation (3.4) we can calculate the sensitivity of the retrieved profile  to 
changes in the measurement y: 
xˆ
1
ε
T
a
T
a )SK(KSKSGy
x −+==∂
∂ˆ  (3.6)  
and the sensitivity of the retrieval  to changes in the true profile x: xˆ
AGK
x
x ==∂
∂ˆ  (3.7)  
The last quantity, known as the Averaging Kernels matrix, is a key quantity in the 
characterization of the retrieval process, providing pivotal information about the 
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resolution and the altitude range in which the retrieved profile is sensitive to the true 
profile. 
Using the matrices defined in equation (3.6) and (3.7), the retrieval solution can be 
rewritten in the following form: 
ˆ = +a a ax x GK(x - x ) = x + A(x - x )a  (3.8)  
This expression shows that the retrieved profile at a given altitude can be expressed 
as the sum of the a priori value at the corresponding altitude and the deviation of the 
true profile from the a priori profile, smoothed with the associated row of the Averaging 
Kernels matrix. For an ideal observing system A is a unit matrix. In fact, the rows of A 
are peaked functions with the full width at half maximum (FWHM) which is a measure 
of the vertical resolution of the retrieved profile. However, this definition of resolution 
is meaningful only if the kernels are well peaked and centered fairly closely on their 
nominal altitude. When the actual altitude of the kernels peaks starts to deviate from 
their nominal altitude, the retrieval is no longer sensitive to changes in the true profile 
and the main part of the information comes from the a priori rather than from the 
measurement. 
The smoothing of the averaging kernels introduces an error, which accounts for the 
fact that fine vertical structure cannot be resolved in the retrieved profile. This error will 
be important in any comparison between measurements with different vertical 
resolutions and its magnitude can only be estimated if the statistical variability of the 
true atmospheric state is known. However, if the higher-resolution measurement profile 
xhr is smoothed with the lower-resolution measurement Averaging Kernels, Alr, this 
error has not to be considered in the comparison. According to equation (3.8) the 
smoothed (or convolved) profile is given by: 
)x(xAxx aa −+= hrlrconvˆ  (3.9)  
A further characterization of the retrieval method capability can be obtained, in a 
simple and fast way, performing an information content analysis. With Information 
Content I indicate in this case the degree of freedom for signals, Ds, which represents 
the number of unknown quantities that can be independently retrieved from the 
measurement: 
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2
2
1 (1 )
m
i
s
i i
D λλ== +∑  (3.10)  
where iλ  are the singular value of the matrix -1 2 -1 2ε aK = S KS? . If n is the dimension 
of the state vector, we have Ds=n if the measurement completely determines the state, 
and Ds=0 if the measurement doesn’t contain any information on the unknown state 
(Corradini et al., 2005). 
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3.2 HNO3 retrievals 
3.2.1 Forward model 
The radiative transfer model for millimeter-wave spectra observed by means of 
GBMS has been extensively described in Chapter 2 and can be summarized by the 
equation: 
dzzzKT
obs
obs zz ∫∞= )(),()(* ρνν  (3.11)  
where 
( , )1( , ) ( ) ( , ) obsz zK z T z z e ντν α νμ
−=  (3.12)  
are the Weighting Functions. 
For calculation of absorption coefficient of a single molecule ( , )zα ν , 
spectroscopic data from the Jet propulsion Laboratory (JPL) catalog (available at 
http://spec.jpl.nasa.gov) (Petkie et al., 2003) and pressure broadening coefficients from 
HITRAN2008 database (http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/hitran) (Rothman et al., 2009) are 
employed; a Lorentzian line shape is used. Pressure and temperature vertical profiles are 
computed using data from the NCEP (National Center for Environmental Prediction ) 
reanalysis  
The term  
( ) ( )
obs
z
ν obs
z
τ z , ν,z' ( ')dz 'z α ρ= ∫ z  (3.13)  
represents the stratospheric signal self absorption and introduce a slight dependence 
of the Weighting Functions on the emitting species vertical distributions. In practice it is 
possible to neglect this dependence and consider a linear problem with the Weighting 
Functions evaluated at )()( zz aρρ = . To check whether this approximation is adequate, 
a determination of the degree of nonlinearity of the problem has been performed. The 
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error due to nonlinearity, introduced on the retrieval solution using a linear 
approximation, is about (Rodgers, 2000): 
[ ]ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )a ax G F x F x K x x∂ = − − −  (3.14)  
In this implementation this error is ~1% of the retrieved profile and is therefore 
negligible. 
3.2.2 A priori profile 
In the classical formulation of the Optimal Estimation method developed by 
Rodgers the a priori profile represents the whole knowledge of the atmospheric state 
before the measurement is made. 
As seen in Chapter 1 HNO3 vertical profile is characterized by a single peak, which 
altitude and intensity shows a significant latitudinal and seasonal dependence. Near the 
equator the peak occurs at around 700-750 K of potential temperature (with mixing ratio 
values as low as 2-3 ppbv) and moves down in altitude to 550 K in the vortex core in 
midwinter (with values up to 15-20 ppbv) (Santee et al., 2004). Moreover, a strong 
denitrification process is normally observed during the austral winter in the Antarctic 
vortex region. In this work HNO3 measurements carried out at different sites, in both 
hemispheres, at polar and mid-latitudes, has been considered. Thus, following the 
approach suggested by Rodgers and considering the strong latitudinal and seasonal 
variability in the HNO3 distribution, a different a priori profile should be used for the 
retrieval of each data set. 
In order to determine the influence of the used a priori on the retrieved profile, 
retrieval tests have been performed. I have inverted three spectra measured at as many 
GBMS observing sites (South Pole, Thule, Greenland and Testa Grigia, on the Italian 
Alps) using concurrent measurements from the NASA JPL Microwave Limb Sounder 
(MLS) experiment as a priori profiles. For each inversion the contribution of the a priori 
to the jth altitude of the retrieved profile. has been estimated as jj xxA(I a ˆ)− , 
following Connor (2000). For a contribution of the a priori of 100% the retrieved profile 
contains only a priori information, for 0% no a priori information is stored in the 
retrieved profile. Results are shown in Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.1 Retrieved profiles (left panels) and relative contribution of a priori profiles to the retrievals 
(right panels). Measurements carried out at South Pole (top panels), Testa Grigia (middle panels) and 
Thule (bottom panels). 
 
Plots with the contribution of the a priori profile show that the choice of a particular 
a priori can have a strong influence on the retrieval performance. For the purpose of this 
work I am interested in having the same sensitivity in the analysis of the different data 
sets and this approach obviously doesn’t satisfy this requirement. Thus I decided to 
consider alternative methods. 
In some modified version of the Optimal Estimation technique (Solomon et al., 
2000, Coe at al., 2002) the a priori profile is somewhat determined utilizing the data 
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themselves. In this approach the observed spectrum is retrieved using as a priori the 
result of a first inversion. The first inversion is performed using an a priori with very 
poor information on the real vertical distribution of the atmospheric constituent (for 
example a broad Gaussian). The inversion performed with this method presents the 
advantage of being independent from any other dataset but, on the other hand, it is 
equivalent to using the measurements more than once in the analysis. This is 
inappropriate since the a priori represents our knowledge of the state before the 
measurements are made and should not be replaced by something that is the result of 
using the measurements. 
Another option consists of using a standard a priori profile, built ad hoc for the 
retrieval with some generic information on the shape of the vertical profile and on the 
altitude of the peak. This is the technique I eventually adopted because it proved to be 
the best suited for my goal, providing several advantages: the same a priori for all the 
different HNO3 data sets, no dependence on other measurements or models, good 
sensitivity to the true profile. Therefore, I synthesized a Gaussian profile with a peak of 
8 ppbv at 25 km. Then, this profile was modified introducing a “plateau” instead of the 
peak, in order to increase the retrieval sensitivity to the true profile peak altitude. The 
same GBMS spectra considered in the retrieval tests of Figure 3.1 were inverted using 
this standard a priori (Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2 Same as figure 3.1. Here all spectra are retrieved using the standard a priori profile. See text 
for details. 
 
Figure 3.2 shows that using the standard profile the contribution of the a priori to 
the retrieval is fairly similar for all three cases. Further tests were carried out to assess 
the retrieval sensitivity to the peak altitude. Two synthetic spectra were generated 
starting from as many HNO3 vertical profiles (assumed as “true profiles”), with mixing 
ratio peak located at 23 km and 27 km, respectively. A random noise of 0.01 K was 
added and the simulated spectra were retrieved using the standard a priori profile. 
Figure 3.3 shows that the inversion algorithm is able to locate the altitude peak with an 
uncertainty of ±1 km. 
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Figure 3.3 True profile used to generate synthetic spectra and corresponding retrieved profiles. 
 
The a priori information for the ozone profile are obtained from ozonesonde data 
largely available for the locations where the GBMS has been operated. I need to use the 
most reliable a priori profile for the O3 retrieval, since very few information about 
ozone vertical distribution are contained in the observed spectra and the great part of the 
information comes from the a priori itself. Although balloon profiles extend only up to 
30 km, they are well-suited for my goal since the emission of the observed O3 line wing 
arises entirely from O3 molecules located at altitudes below 30 km. Several tests were 
performed to make sure that ozone molecules above 30 km have no impact on retrieval 
results. 
50
3.2.3 Covariance matrices 
Following the optimal estimation theory, Sε is the covariance matrix of the spectral 
measurement, whose diagonal element should represent the variance of the observed 
spectrum thermal noise, while the off diagonal elements should give an estimate of the 
correlation between adjacent frequency channels. A theoretical estimate of the spectral 
thermal noise for a double side band receiver is given by: 
2 sysT
tε
σ δν δ= ⋅  (3.15)  
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where Tsys is the noise temperature of the receiver system, δν is the bandwidth of a 
given channel and δt is the integration time. However, this value often underestimates 
the actual spectral noise and a more realistic value is provided by the spectral residuals. 
The matrix Sa should be an estimate of the real uncertainty in xa. 
In practice, in many semiempirical versions of the method (Parrish et al., 1992, 
Naghama et al., 1999), both these matrices are treated as adjustable parameters whose 
values are set empirically by optimizing the performance of the retrieval process in 
order to have the best possible resolution without introducing ambiguous oscillation in 
the solution. In this implementation, I assumed constant values for the variances of the 
HNO3 and O3 a priori profiles and I use Sε as an adjustable parameter for optimizing the 
retrieval sensitivity. In fact, as the retrieval solution in the OEM is a weighted mean of 
information coming from the a priori and from the measurement, larger values of σε 
lead to solution relieing mostly on the a priori profile and with very few information 
added from the measurement. Conversely, decreasing σε the a priori information loses 
importance; the retrieved profile has a better resolution but begins to display 
undesirable oscillation. 
The standard deviation of the HNO3 a priori profile is set at 40% at all altitudes. 
This large uncertainty has been chosen in order to have a small retrieval dependence on 
the standard a priori profile. On the other hand, since little extra information on the 
ozone distribution is expected to come from the spectrum, a 20% uncertainty was 
assumed for the O3 a priori profile. An exponential correlation among stratospheric 
gases concentrations at different altitudes has been considered: 
1( , ) exp
i ja a a i j
S i j z z
h
σ σ ⎧ ⎫= − −⎨ ⎬⎩ ⎭  (3.16)  
where zi is the ith altitude level, 2
ia
σ  is the corresponding variance and h is the 
correlation length, which is assumed to be 5 km over the whole atmosphere (Hoogen et 
al., 1999). Figure 3.4 shows a comparison between sample retrievals obtained assuming 
Sa as a diagonal matrix and considering an exponential correlation among molecular 
concentrations at different altitudes. The Contribution of a priori and the Averaging 
Kernels plots show that the use of a correlation parameter improves the retrieval 
sensitivity to the true profile. 
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Figure 3.4  Retrieved profiles (top panel), A Priori Contribution (middle panel) and Averaging Kernels 
(bottom panels) obtained assuming Sa as a diagonal matrix and considering an exponential correlation 
between HNO3 and O3 concentrations at different altitude.  
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Since there is no significant channel to channel correlation in the spectrum and the 
thermal noise at each channel is expected to be the same, Sε is assumed to be a diagonal 
matrix with all the diagonal elements equals. The value of the diagonal elements (σ2ε) 
was determined empirically performing a set of inversions on observed and simulated 
spectra. First of all I retrieved several simulated spectra using different σε values. Figure 
3.5 (top panel) shows that a good sensitivity to the true profile is obtained for 
σ2ε=0.00001 and σ2ε=0.0001. Then, I used these σε values to invert measured spectra. 
Figure 3.5 (bottom panel) shows that using the smallest σε the retrieved profile displays 
unrealistic oscillations and some negative concentrations at altitudes below 18 km. A 
σ2ε=0.0001 value was therefore adopted in this implementation. 
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Figure 3.5 Retrieval of simulated (top panel) and measured (bottom panel) spectra using different σε 
values.  
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3.2.4 Retrieval characterization  
In this paragraph several plots, characterizing the inversion performance for a 
particular retrieved profile, are shown. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 GBMS Averaging Kernels for a sample retrieval (measurements carried out in February 2005 
at Testa Grigia) 
 
 
Between 19 and 31 km the nominal and the actual altitudes of the Averaging 
Kernels peaks agree very well, and the FWHM is 7-9 km (Figure 3.6). This means that a 
perturbation of the true profile at a specific altitude will correspond to a variation of the 
retrieved profile at the same, correct, altitude. In this height range the retrieved profiles 
are most accurate and have the best vertical resolution. Below 18 km and above 32 km 
the vertical resolution cannot be identified with the averaging kernels FWHM anymore 
as the spectral measurement is progressively less responsive to variations of the true 
atmospheric vertical profile. 
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Figure 3.7 Contribution of the a priori profile, in percent, for a sample retrieval (February 2005, Testa 
Grigia) 
 
The contribution of the a priori profile to the retrieval is typically within 40% 
between 14 and 36 km. The degree of freedom for signal for this retrieval is Ds=3.5. 
Uncertainties in the retrieved profile are due to instrument calibration, forward 
parameters, measurements noise and the retrieval procedure. Those related to 
calibration procedure and forward parameters (such as spectroscopic parameters, 
pressure and temperature vertical profiles, etc.) have been estimated to be 15% (de 
Zafra et al., 1997). Measurements noise have been calculated according to Connor 
(1995). The profile error covariance due to the error in spectral measurements has been 
calculated as: 
T
n ε'S = GS G  (3.17)  
Here the diagonal elements of Sε are estimated from the residual obtained 
subtracting the forward generated spectrum to the observed spectrum. The retrieval 
error has not been considered here since it arises from the smoothing due to the 
Averaging Kernels and it must be neglected when considering the comparison between 
GBMS data and any other data set if the latter is convolved using the GBMS Averaging 
Kernels.  
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Figure 3.8 Retrieval error due to measurements noise (February 2005, Testa Grigia) 
 
3.2.5 Comparison between OE and Matrix Inversion techniques  
From 1993 to 2007, the GBMS HNO3 spectra were processed using a matrix 
inversion method (MI) (Twomey, 1977). The MI is an iterative method, essentially 
immune to the choice of the vertical a priori profile used to start the iteration, 
employing a vertical smoothing algorithm to constraint the solution. This method can 
handle the inversion of multiple lines spectra, but the retrieval of spectra containing 
signatures of different atmospheric constituents is impractical Therefore, before 
retrieving HNO3 spectra, we had to calculate the expected emission intensity from the 
contaminating ozone line wing (using ozonosonde data) and subtract this background 
line from the measured spectrum. Errors in the subtraction process, due to the 
uncertainties in the ozone profile used to simulate the background line, can introduce an 
artificial slope in the HNO3 residual spectrum. In order to achieve a good fit an 
additional parameter, accounting for this slope and allowing to rotate the simulated 
spectrum, has to be considered in the retrieval. This parameter is somewhat arbitrary 
and introduce uncertainty in the overall retrieval process. One of the main advantage of 
The Optimal Estimation Method respect to the MI is the possibility of retrieving the 
measured spectrum as a whole, avoiding this subtraction process. Another significant 
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disadvantage of the MI with respect to the OE is the lack of the Averaging Kernel 
matrix, pivotal for the characterization of the retrieval and for carrying out comparisons 
with other data sets. In Figure 3.9 HNO3 profiles retrieved with the new OE and with 
the old MI method are compared. The overall shape of the profiles are very similar and 
they agree within error bars in most of the cases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9  HNO3 profiles retrieved using the Optimal Estimation (blue line) and the Matrix Inversion 
(red line) methods. Data are from South Pole (top panels) and Testa Grigia (bottom panels) 
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3.3 Preliminary application of the OE to O3 and N2O 
spectra 
The GBMS observes molecular rotational lines of several trace gases that emit 
between 230 and 280 GHz, and is tunable in this frequency range. During most of the 
field campaigns carried out in the last 18 years the GBMS has measured emission lines 
of O3 at 276.923 GHz, N2O at 276.328 GHz and CO at 230.538 GHz, besides the HNO3 
lines cluster centered at 269.211 GHz. Ozone and CO spectra are measured with a ~1.5-
hour integration. About 4 hours of integration are needed for HNO3 and N2O lines, 
which are weaker than those of O3 and CO (Muscari et al., 2007). In principle also 
HCN (at 265.886 GHz), and HDO (at 255.050 GHz) lines could be observed; in 
practice, excellent atmospheric conditions and very long integration times are required 
for measuring these extremely weak lines. Thus, very few HCN and HDO 
measurements have been taken along the years. The observed spectra have dissimilar 
features and, until now, have been deconvolved using two different algorithms. A 
modified Chahine-Twomey method (Twomey et al., 1977) was adopted for retrievals of 
the single-line O3, N2O and CO spectra, whereas a constrained matrix inversion 
technique (Twomey, 1977) had to be used for HNO3, owing to its more complex 
spectrum. Moreover, both O3 and N2O lines lie on the wing of strong ozone lines 
centered outside the 600 MHz spectral windows. In the C-T technique this ozone 
background had to be subtracted from the measured data in a pre-processing phase. One 
major advantage of the new Optimal Estimation Method, illustrated in previous sections 
for HNO3 retrievals, is that it is extremely flexible and can be straightforwardly adapted 
to the different emission spectra observed by GBMS, without any pre-processing 
subtraction procedure. In this paragraph, I briefly present preliminary results of O3 and 
N2O retrievals obtained using the OE method. First I have considered noisy synthetic 
radiance spectra, generated starting from arbitrarily chosen concentration profiles and 
adding an appropriate level of random noise to the spectra. I inverted these simulated 
spectra in order to test the degree to which profiles retrieved from them match true 
profiles. Then the algorithm was applied to spectra actually measured by means of 
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GBMS. More retrieval results are illustrated in a paper recently submitted to Journal of 
Geophysical Research (see Appendix A), presenting ground-based measurements of 
middle atmospheric temperature, O3, CO, and N2O profiles obtained at Thule, 
Greenland, during the 2009 polar winter. O3 and N2O GBMS measurements presented 
in that paper are analyzed using the OE method I developed for use with GBMS spectra. 
3.3.1 Ozone retrievals 
3.3.1.1 Noisy synthetic data 
Synthetic spectra of the ozone pure rotational transition at 276.923GHz were 
generated starting from two different O3 profiles (characterized by a single and a double 
peak, respectively). A random noise with a standard deviation of 0.1 K was added 
(Figure 3.10). To invert these artificial data the measurement error covariance matrix Sε 
was chosen as a diagonal matrix with the diagonal element set at 0.01 K. An uncertainty 
ranging from 0.5 ppmv to 1.3 ppmv (depending on the altitude) was used for the O3 
mixing ratio a priori profile. The same correlation between adjacent levels adopted for 
the HNO3 profiles was considered. In Figure 3.11 retrieval results for the two different 
initial profiles are shown. The agreement between the retrieved and the original profile 
is very good for the first retrieval (left panel), whereas some deviations are observed in 
the inversion of the double peak profile (right panel). However, also in this second case 
the overall agreement is fairly good, with differences lower than 0.6 ppmv (~10%) 
mainly due to the limited GBMS vertical resolution.  
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Figure 3.10 Synthetic spectra of the ozone pure rotational transition at 276.923GHz generated starting 
from the “true” profile shown in figure 3.11 (left panel) and adding a random noise with a standard 
deviation of 0.1 K. 
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Figure 3.11 Retrieval results of simulated spectra generated starting from two different O3 profiles 
characterized by a single and a double peak (left and right panel, respectively).  
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The same ozone initial profiles were used to generate other synthetic O3 spectra 
characterized by three strong lines centered at 276,923 GHz, 279,485 GHz and 279,892 
GHz (Figure 3.12). This emission spectrum could be observed by the GBMS tuning the 
local oscillator at 278,323 GHz but has never been measured until present. In fact, since 
multiple-line spectra were harder to retrieve with the old method, the line at 276.923 
was chosen for ozone observations. Nevertheless, these tests were performed in order to 
investigate the possibility of using this spectral window for O3 future measurements. 
The same parameters used in the retrieval of the 276,923 GHz spectrum were adopted 
here. The retrieval results, shown in Figure 3.13, are very similar to those obtained for 
the 276,923 GHz spectrum, demonstrating that this spectral window could be useful for 
ozone observations.  
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Figure 3.12 Ozone spectrum characterized by three strong O3 lines centered at 276,923 GHz, 279,485 
GHz and 279,892 GHz, which could be observed by the GBMS tuning the local oscillator at 278,323 
GHz. This spectrum was generated starting from the “true” profiles shown in figure 3.13 (left panel) and 
adding a random noise with a standard deviation of 0.1 K. 
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Figure 3.13 Retrieval results of simulated spectra, generated starting from two different O3 profiles 
characterized by a single and a double peak (left and right panel, respectively).  
 
 
3.3.1.2 Measured data 
In Figure 3.14 an ozone spectrum recorded at Thule on February 20, 2009, 
superimposed with the spectrum calculated from the retrieved profile, is shown. An 
error measurement variance of 0.03 K, slightly larger than that used for synthetic 
spectra retrieval, has been adopted here. The retrieved profile is shown in Figure 3.15. 
In this figure the profile retrieved from concurrent ozonosonde data launched from 
Thule Air Base is also shown. The agreement between the two profiles is fairly good, 
except for smaller-scale vertical structures evident only in the balloon data due to the 
GBMS coarser vertical resolution. The Averaging Kernels (figure 3.16) and the 
Contribution of the a priori profile (figure 3.17) show that GBMS data allow to retrieve 
reliable ozone mixing ratio profile between ~15 and ~55 km, with a vertical resolution 
of 7-8 km. This correspond to ~5-6 independent mixing ratio values in the considered 
vertical range (DFs=5.5).  
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Figure 3.14 Top panel: ozone spectrum recorded at Thule on February 20, 2009 (blue line), 
superimposed with the spectrum calculated from the retrieved profile (red line). Bottom panel: difference 
between the measured and the forward calculated spectra. 
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Figure 3.15 Ozone profile retrieved from the spectrum recorded at Thule on February 20, 2009 shown in 
figure 3.14. The red line is the profile retrieved from concurrent ozonosonde data. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.16 GBMS Averaging Kernels for ozone as determined from measurements carried out on 
February 20, 2009 at Thule. 
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Figure 3.17 Relative contribution of the a priori profile for the retried profile shown in figure 3.15 
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3.3.2 Nitrous Oxide retrievals 
3.3.2.1 Noisy synthetic data 
The “true” Nitrous oxide profile shown in Figure 3.18 (blue line) was used to 
generate a synthetic spectra of the N2O pure rotational transition at  276.328 GHz A 
random noise with a standard deviation of 0.1 K was added. I again adopted a diagonal 
Sε matrix (with σ2ε = 0.01 K) and a non diagonal matrix Sa (with σ2a ranging from 0.001 
to 0.08 and an exponential correlation between different altitudes) for this inversion. In 
Figure 3.18, the a priori and the “true” profile used in this inversion, together with the 
profile obtained as retrieval result are shown. 
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Figure 3.18 The red line is the retrieval result for N2O synthetic spectrum generated starting from the true 
profile shown in blue. The green line is the a priori profile. 
 
 
3.3.1.2 Measured data 
 Figure 3.19 shows a nitrous oxide spectrum recorded at Thule on February 20, 
2009 superimposed with the forward calculated spectrum. The retrieved profile is 
shown in Figure 3.20. The Averaging Kernels (Figure 3.21) show that nitrous oxide 
profile are most accurate between ~18 and ~45 km, with a vertical resolution of 7-8 km.  
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Figure 3.19 Top panel: N2O spectrum recorded at Thule on February 20, 2009 (blue line), superimposed 
with the spectrum calculated from the retrieved profile (red line). Bottom panel: difference between the 
measured and the forward calculated spectra 
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Figure 3.20 N2O profile retrieved from the spectrum recorded at Thule on February 20, 2009 shown in 
figure 3.19  
 
 
Figure 3.21 GBMS Averaging Kernels for N2O as determined from measurements carried out on 
February 20, 2009 at Thule 
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 Chapter 4  
Comparison of HNO3 retrievals with 
satellite measurements 
In the past 30 years numerous data sets relevant to the issue of the ozone depletion 
were recorded from several different satellite missions and sensors (SAGE I, SAGE II, 
SAGE III, UARS MLS, UARS HALOE, POAM II, POAM III, ACE, EOS Aura MLS) 
as well as from several ground based instruments (included in the Network for the 
Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change). Although somewhat discontinuous 
and not consistent, these data records have been pivotal for understanding the ozone 
change and for making critical decision in the international public policy in order to 
mitigate the ozone depletion (i.e. the Montreal protocol in 1982 and its amendments). 
At the present day, one of the major need for the atmospheric research community is the 
creation of a unified and coherent long term data record of ozone and related trace 
gases, providing tighter model constraint and allowing to improve predictive capability 
(WMO, 2007). In the framework of the construction of such a global data set, 
comparison between ground-based and satellite observation are extremely useful. In fact  
ground-based observations can be critically used for assessing offsets between different 
satellite data sets, as well as to fill gaps in temporal coverage. 
In this Charter I present an intercomparison between GBMS HNO3 measurements 
and two satellite data sets produced by the two NASA/JPL Microwave Limb Sounder 
(MLS) experiments (aboard the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) from 
1991 to 1999, and on the Earth Observing System (EOS) Aura mission from 2004 to 
date). In particular, I compare Aura MLS observations with GBMS HNO3 
measurements obtained from the Italian Alpine station of Testa Grigia, during the 
period February 2004 - March 2007, and from Thule Air Base, Greenland, during polar 
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winter 2008/09. A similar intercomparison is made between the UARS MLS HNO3 
measurements with those carried out from the GBMS at the South Pole during the 
greater part of 1993 and 1995. I assess systematic differences between GBMS and both 
UARS and Aura MLS HNO3 data sets at given potential temperature levels. These 
comparisons have been performed as part of GOZCARDS (Global Ozone Chemistry 
and Related Trace gas Data Records for the Stratosphere) a multiyear NASA JPL 
project aimed at developing a long-term data record of stratospheric constituents 
relevant to the issues of ozone decline and expected recovery. Since the GBMS has 
been operated for more than 15 years (with minor instrumental upgrading), the GBMS 
HNO3 data record is the only existing resource for the cross-calibration of HNO3 
measurements from the two MLS experiments. This cross calibration is pivotal to the 
GOZCARDS objective, helping to establish a unique HNO3 data set from 1991 to date. 
Moreover, the participation to this project provides the opportunity for the first 
comparison of the GBMS HNO3 retrievals obtained with the new inversion method. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Timeline of observations for the two MLS experiments (aboard UARS and EOS Aura 
mission) and for the GBMS . 
 
For a complete validation of the GBMS measurements, a preliminary validation of 
the tropospheric opacity τz (accounting for the fraction the stratospheric radiation 
absorbed in troposphere, before reaching the ground) is critical. As seen in Chapter 2, 
GBMS HNO3 spectra need to be scaled before being retrieved. The main uncertainty in 
this calibration procedure come from τz, which is regularly derived during GBMS data 
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taking. In the spectral region sampled by GBMS the atmospheric opacity arises almost 
entirely from the water vapor continuum and the conversion from τz to precipitable 
water vapor (pwv) can be obtained by means of a simple linear relationship. Therefore, 
a validation of pwv measurements provides a tool for assessing the accuracy of opacity 
values used for scaling GBMS spectra. An extensive validation of GBMS opacity 
measurements has been obtained by means of simultaneous PWV observations 
performed by Vaisala RS92k radiosondes (Rowe et al., 2008), a Raman Lidar (Di 
Girolamo et al., 2004), and an IR Fourier Transform Spectrometer (Bianchini et al., 
2006). These sets of measurements were carried out during the primary field campaign 
of the ECOWAR (Earth COoling by WAter vapour Radiation) project which took place 
at Breuil-Cervinia (45.9 N, 7.6 E, elev. 1990 m) and Plateau Rosa, Italy, from 3 to 16 
March, 2007.(Bhawar et al., 2008) The first section of the chapter is dedicated to this 
preliminary validation, presented in the paper: “Measurements of low amounts of 
precipitable water vapor by millimeter wave spectroscopy: An intercomparison with 
radiosonde, Raman lidar, and Fourier transform infrared data”, published on the 
Journal of Geophysical Research. Additional results obtained comparing GBMS and 
FTIR measurements are illustrated in the paper  “Water vapor sounding with the far 
infrared REFIR-PAD spectroradiometer from a high-altitude ground-based station 
during the ECOWAR campaign”, submitted to Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics and 
presented in Appendix B 
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Abstract. Observations of very low amounts of precipitable water vapor (PWV) by 
means of the Ground-Based Millimeter-wave Spectrometer (GBMS) are discussed. Low 
amounts of column water vapor (between 0.5 and 4 mm) are typical of high mountain
sites and polar regions, especially during winter, and are difficult to measure accurately 
due to the lack of sensitivity of conventional instruments to such low PWV contents. The 
technique used involves the measurement of atmospheric opacity in the range between 
230 and 280 GHz with a spectral resolution of 4 GHz, followed by the conversion to 
precipitable water vapor using a linear relationship. We present the intercomparison of 
this data set with simultaneous PWV observations obtained with Vaisala RS92k 
radiosondes, a Raman Lidar, and an IR Fourier Transform Spectrometer. These sets of 
measurements were carried out during the primary field campaign of the ECOWAR
(Earth COoling by WAter vapor Radiation) project which took place at Breuil-Cervinia 
(45.9° N, 7.6° E, elev. 1990 m) and Plateau Rosa (45.9° N, 7.7° E, elev. 3490 m), Italy, 
from 3 to 16 March, 2007. GBMS PWV measurements show a good agreement with the 
other three data sets exhibiting a mean difference between observations of ? 9%. The 
considerable number of data points available for the GBMS versus Lidar PWV
correlation allows an additional analysis which indicates negligible systematic differences
between the two data sets. 
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Water vapor is a critical component of the atmosphere, plays a key role in the 
Earth’s radiative balance and it is the most important atmospheric greenhouse gas due to 
its intense absorption of both shortwave and longwave radiation [e.g., Raval and 
Ramanathan, 1989; Held and Soden, 2000; Marsden and Valero, 2004]. Accurate 
measurements of the atmospheric water distribution are therefore essential to adequately 
model Earth’s radiation budget, with the column amount of water vapor (precipitable 
water vapor, or PWV) being one of the most important input parameters for atmospheric
models [e.g., Clough et al., 1992]. 
Of particular interest are regions characterized by very low atmospheric water vapor 
contents, such as polar regions. These regions are extremely vulnerable to present and 
projected climate changes and at the same time are the regions with the greatest potential 
to affect global climate [Solomon et al., 2007]. Obtaining accurate measurements of low 
amounts of PWV is especially important, for example, for modeling longwave radiative 
fluxes during polar winter months. Substantial variations in longwave emission caused by 
fluctuations in low amounts of water vapor directly affect the climate of polar regions 
through both greenhouse trapping of radiation and cloud formation processes. Yet, 
measurements of the low amounts of PWV observed during polar winters are difficult to 
achieve due to the required high instrumental sensitivity to water vapor [Cimini et al.,
2007].
Although in the last few years new humidity sensors mounted on radiosondes have 
proven to be a reliable tool for measuring atmospheric humidity in cold and dry 
conditions [Miloshevich et al., 2006; Vömel et al., 2007], radiosonde observations are 
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limited in daily temporal coverage due to the economic and personnel efforts required for 
each launch. Moreover, the sonde ascent time limits the time resolution of PWV
measurements to no less than 30 minutes, whereas water vapor content in the troposphere 
can vary significantly on a shorter time scale. Measurements of low amounts of PWV
carried out regularly during the day and with a higher time resolution than balloon sondes 
can provide are necessary, for example, in monitoring upper tropospheric water vapor, its 
transport and rate of variation, or at sites devoted to atmospheric and astronomic
observations within spectral regions (infrared, millimetric and submillimetric
wavelengths) where water vapor is the dominant source of atmospheric opacity [e.g., 
Calisse et al., 2004].
In this study we present a technique for measuring precipitable water vapor using a 
Ground-Based Millimeter-wave Spectrometer (GBMS) and compare its results with in 
situ and ground-based remote sensing correlative measurements. Although the technique 
is not new [see de Zafra et al., 1983], the primary field campaign of the ECOWAR (Earth 
COoling by WAter vapor Radiation) project [Bhawar et al., 2008] provided a unique 
opportunity for an intercomparison of accuracy against several other data sets. The 
ECOWAR campaign took place at Breuil-Cervinia (45.9° N, 7.6° E, elev. 1990 m) and 
Plateau Rosa (also known as Testa Grigia; 45.9° N, 7.7° E, elev. 3490 m, less than 7 km
apart from Breuil-Cervinia), Italy, from 3 to 16 March, 2007. It is part of an experimental
program aimed at studying spectral properties of water vapor in its rotational band (17-50 
µm), with particular attention to the water vapor continuum and line absorption 
parameters. Observations of spectrally resolved radiances between 100 and 1100 cm
-1
were realized using two Fourier Transform Spectrometers: the REFIR-PAD (Radiation 
4
Explorer in the Far InfraRed - Prototype for Applications and Development) [Palchetti et 
al., 2006] installed at Plateau Rosa and the Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)/ABB 
Bomem [Esposito et al., 2007] installed only a few km away at Breuil-Cervinia. 
Ancillary measurements of temperature and relative humidity were performed by the 
University of BASILicata Raman Lidar system (BASIL) [Di Girolamo et al., 2004] based 
at Breuil-Cervinia, and by Vaisala RS92k radiosondes launched from the same location. 
The GBMS provided water vapor column measurements and stratospheric ozone profiles 
from Plateau Rosa. In the next section we describe the GBMS observing technique used 
to measure atmospheric opacity at mm-wavelengths, in Section 3 the conversion from
GBMS opacity measurements to PWV is discussed, while in Section 4 a description of 
the various correlative water vapor measurements is provided. Section 5 and 6 are 
dedicated to illustrate results obtained comparing the various data sets and to summarize
our work. 
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2. GBMS Observing Technique 
The Ground-Based Millimeter-wave Spectrometer (GBMS) measures rotational 
emission spectra of atmospheric chemical species such as O3, N2O, CO and HNO3, as 
well as the H2O continuum, with a spectral window of 600 MHz tunable between 
approximately 230 and 280 GHz (or 7.7 and 9.3 cm
-1
). It was designed and built at the 
Physics and Astronomy Department of the State University of New York at Stony Brook 
and comprises a front end receiver employing a cryogenically cooled SIS 
(Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor) double sideband mixer with an intermediate
frequency (IF) of 1.4 GHz. The back end is composed of an Acousto-Optical 
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Spectrometer (AOS) with a spectral band pass of 600 MHz and a maximum resolution of 
65 kHz [de Zafra, 1995]. The combination of the front and back ends results in the 
GBMS observation of two superimposed 600 MHz spectral windows whose center 
frequencies are separated by 2.8 GHz (two times the IF). At the AOS, the full 600 MHz 
spectrum is read in 40 ms and integrated over time at a computer. Each spectral file is 
saved after a total time integration of 5 to 15 minutes. In general, observed emission lines 
are too weak to display a good signal to noise ratio (S/N) within these short time
integrations, and spectral files are usually added together off-line to reach a satisfactory 
S/N ratio. The GBMS observes the emission line of one chemical species at a time,
usually for 1 to 5 hours (depending on S/N). Its 600 MHz window must then be tuned to a 
different frequency interval (in the 230-280 GHz range) in order to observe the emission
line of another chemical species.
Given the physical parameters of a specific rotational transition, its spectral line 
shape depends strongly on the vertical concentration profile of the observed species 
(typically unknown) and on the atmospheric pressure profile (typically known). 
Therefore, by means of the observed line shape together with pressure and temperature
vertical profiles, a mathematical deconvolution process allows finding the emitting
molecule’s concentration as a function of altitude. The overall spectral band pass and 
resolution of the GBMS are key elements to determine the 17-75 km altitude range where 
trace gases concentration can be measured (e.g., see Muscari et al. [2007] and references 
therein). For water vapor, we do not observe an H2O emission line (e.g., at 183 or 325 
GHz) but rather the emission from the H2O continuum existing between emission lines. 
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Therefore, only the integrated column contents can be obtained from GBMS observations 
of water vapor.
During normal data taking operations the GBMS observes radiation from two 
different directions 75° to 80? apart, switched by a rotating reflective semicircular
chopper wheel at ? 1 Hz frequency (see figure 1). One observing direction is near the 
zenith (reference beam, or R) while the other points between 10° and 15? above the 
horizon (signal beam, or S). A dielectric sheet (made of Plexiglas) mounted in the R 
beam acts as a local partially transparent (and weakly emitting) “grey body” source of 
broad-band radiation to compensate for the lower total power received from atmospheric
emission near the zenith (with a shorter geometrical path length with respect to the S-
beam), and allows a power balance to be achieved between the S and R beam directions. 
Different dielectric sheets are used, depending on atmospheric conditions, with their 
opacity ranging from ?0.2 to 0.8 Nepers at 275 GHz. This power balance is sensed by a 
phase-sensitive detector synchronized to the rotation of the beam-switching chopper 
wheel, and maintained by a servo system which adjusts the elevation angle of the S beam
if the (S-R) power level deviates from zero. As atmospheric opacity increases or 
decreases (causing thermal emission from the atmosphere to increase or decrease), the 
servo mechanism, seeking to maintain power balance in the two beams, will drive the S-
beam angle upwards or downwards. The opacity of the dielectric sheet, dependent on its 
composition and thickness, will determine the equilibrium angles for a given range of
atmospheric opacity. Atmospheric radiation from both beam directions enters through a 
window made of type PP-2 Eccofoam (see figure 1) characterized by a very small opacity 
at millimeter wavelengths (?0.007 Nepers).
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As long as the emitting layer is optically thin, the signal intensity in S or R will be 
proportional to the geometrical path length (hereafter referred to as path length) through 
the layer. We define the air mass factor A
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x as the dimensionless ratio of the path length 
along the x direction divided by the path length in the zenith direction z. For a spherical 
atmosphere one obtains 
( ) ( )
1 2
22 2
x H H 0
dx
A (r z ) r z r z cos
dz
x
? ?= = + + ? + ?? ?? ?
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where r is the Earth’s radius, zH the mean height of a thin layer above the Earth’s 
surface, z0 the altitude of the observer and ?x is the angle of the observed path along the x 
direction measured from the horizontal. For zH << r, Ax  1/sin?? x, i.e., the relationship 
for a plane parallel atmosphere. In the present case, where the major contribution to 
atmospheric opacity arises from water vapor not bound in ice crystals, confined to a layer 
of mean height z at most few kilometers above the 3.5 km altitude of Plateau Rosa, the 
approximation Ax  1/sin?? x is within 2% of the full expression for ?x = 10? and less than 
2% for larger values of ?x.
The following analysis determines the relationship between opacity and S-beam
angle [e.g., de Zafra, 1995]. The total power (expressed in temperature units) observed in 
the S direction at the frequency ? is: 
*
s z s s z w CB s z wT ( ) T ( )A exp( A ) 2T exp( A )? = ? ? ? ?? + ? ? ?? +
( )w w atm s z w r2T [1 exp( )] 2T [1 exp( A )]exp( ) T+ ? ?? + ? ? ? ?? + ? , [2] 
where AS is the air mass factor in the S direction, T
*
z(?) is the integrated signal 
intensity due to stratospheric and mesospheric molecular emission in the zenith direction 
(which we assume can be transformed to the molecular emission along any other line of 
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sight by multiplying by Ax, i.e., we assume the atmospheric homogeneity), ?z is the 
opacity of the atmosphere in the zenith direction (which, again, we assume can be 
transformed to the opacity along any other line of sight by multiplying by A
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represents the emission due to the cosmic background, Trec(?) is the receiver noise, and 
Tw and ?w are the physical temperature and opacity of the window material, respectively. 
Tatm is the mean physical temperature of the noise-radiating atmosphere, typically that of 
the first few km within the troposphere containing most of the water vapor. It gives rise to 
a broad-band signal (no spectral features) with the properties of a uniform noise source 
over the 600 MHz spectral window. Tatm is obtained using local averaged temperature
and water vapor lapse rates which determine a relationship between Tatm and the 
temperature monitored at the ground (there is no requirement of high accuracy on Tatm
estimates). In equation [2], the frequency dependence is indicated only for those 
parameters which can vary significantly within the 600 MHz GBMS band pass. The 
remaining parameters (e.g., ?z) are essentially constant over the band pass although they 
can vary over the 230-280 GHz range. Factors of 2 in equation [2] take into account the 
use of a double sideband receiver, with equal gain in each sideband. A factor of 2 is 
already hidden in the definition for Trec(?) for a double sideband receiver. Terms
involving exp[-?x] represent attenuation of signal by some entity along the path whose 
total opacity is ?x, while terms involving Tx(1- exp[-?x]) represent emission by the same
entity, assumed to be at a mean physical temperature Tx. An expression similar to 
equation [2] gives the output power from the R direction: 
*
R z R R z p w CB R z p wT ( ) T ( )A exp( A ) 2T exp( A )? = ? ? ? ?? ?? + ? ? ?? ?? +
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( )w w p r2T [1 exp( )]exp( ) T+ ? ?? ?? + ? , [3] 
where terms have been added to represent signal attenuation by the compensating sheet 
and its broad-band emission for a given opacity ?p and physical temperature Tp.
During normal data taking operations the S and R output powers averaged over the 
two 600 MHz sideband spectral windows (whose center frequencies are 2.8 GHz apart) 
are balanced. Terms due to emission from the Eccofoam window (those in Tw), the 
cosmic background (TCB) and, when considering spectral averages over the 600 MHz 
band pass, terms due to molecular emission from stratospheric and mesospheric trace 
gases (those involving T
*
z) are negligible compared to other terms and we have: 
atm s z wT [1 exp( A )]exp( )? ? ? ?? ?
atm R z p w p pT [1 exp( A )]exp( ) T [1 exp( )]? ? ? ?? ?? + ? ??? . [4]
In the above equation, all terms but ?z can be derived from independent 
measurements so that the opacity in the zenith direction remains the only unknown 
quantity. In fact, all terms but AS (directly derivable from a measure of ?S) and ?z are 
typically constant over a few hours and equation [4] shows that ?z can be continuously 
derived from the record of the angle ?S at which S and R powers are balanced during 
observation. Equation [4] can be solved for ?z by means of an iterative procedure. The 
accuracy for the resulting ?z values is estimated at 4.5% by adding in quadrature the 
uncertainties on ?S (2.2%), Tatm (3.3%) and ?p (2.2%). Tp is monitored by means of a 
temperature sensor placed next to the compensating sheet and averaged over 15-minute
periods. The resulting uncertainty has a negligible effect on ?z.
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There is a second method to measure the opacity in the zenith direction, ?z,  and this 
involves measuring the sky brightness temperature in the S direction averaged over the 
600 MHz band pass, T
219
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Ssky. This is obtained by considering the total power of eq. [2] 
(averaged over both sidebands) without the receiver noise temperature Trec and the 
Eccofoam window terms. Again, neglecting very small contributions from stratospheric 
molecular line emission and from the cosmic background, TSsky is given by the 
expression:
(Ssky atm z ST T 1 exp A? ?= ? ??? ? .    [5] 226
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Considering that the portion of the air mass factor affecting atmospheric opacity lies 
within a few km of the observer, where a plane parallel approximation for path length is 
quite accurate, we may take AS ? 1/sin?S. Then, solving for the zenith opacity ?z leads to 
{z S Ssky asin ln 1 T / T? =? ? ? ? ,    [6] 
where TSsky can be evaluated from locally measurable quantities by means of the 
GBMS calibrating procedure which is periodically carried out by the operator [de Zafra,
1995; Parrish et al., 1988].
This second procedure for the evaluation of ?z is carried out by interrupting the 
normal data taking operations and performing a so called “sky dip” (see, e.g., Han and 
Westwater [2000]). The operation consists of manually moving the mirror which 
determines the S direction of observation within the range allowed by the window 
opening (?10?-15? above the horizontal) at ?0.5? steps, measuring the output power at 
each step by means of the GBMS, and estimating ?z at each step using eq. [6]. If water 
vapor density is independent of viewing direction (atmospheric homogeneity) and Tatm
11
has been estimated correctly, the derived values of ?z will be in good agreement with one 
another and their average value will result in an estimate of zenith opacity. A further
check on the horizontal homogeneity of the water vapor field is performed by measuring
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z also at the zenith (after removing the compensating sheet normally placed in the R 
beam direction) and verifying its consistency with sky dip measurements. Using this 
technique, the uncertainty on each single measurement of ?z (i.e., eq. [6] applied to each 
single 0.5° mirror step) is estimated at 15%, with the largest relative error contribution of
14% coming from the uncertainty on the measurement of TSsky by means of the GBMS 
calibrating procedure. However, taking the mean of the ~11 ?z measurements from the 
same sky dip results in a relative uncertainty on the mean ?z of 5.1%. Although SIS 
mixers are sensitive to the polarization of the incident radiation, potential spurious 
changes of polarization (e.g., those caused by changing the orientation of the S beam
mirror [e.g., Renbarger et al., 1998]) are negligible compared to the unpolarized 
tropospheric signal observed by the GBMS between 230 and 280 GHz. 
Results from the two different methods described above are compared in the next 
section (see figure 4), after discussing their conversion to PWV. Overall, the method
based on balancing S and R output powers is preferred over the sky dip mainly because 
the former gives continuous measurements of opacity during normal observing of 
rotational emission lines. This means that ?z measurements do not require the presence of 
an operator and each measurement can in principle be obtained with ?1-minute temporal
resolution (allowing for the average of a large number of chopper rotations at 1 Hz 
frequency). The sky dip technique is instead carried out manually by the operator in about 
15 minutes. Although the sky dip method takes somewhat into account potential spatial 
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non-homogeneity by averaging over a range of directions (albeit limited), at the same
time it can be more affected by water vapor temporal variations with respect to the power 
balance method.
The double sideband design of the GBMS is the limiting factor for the spectral 
resolution of ?z measurements. Emission terms present in equations [4] and [6] are 
averages over two superimposed 600 MHz spectral windows (the upper and lower side 
bands) whose center frequencies are separated by 2.8 GHz, giving rise to an overall 4 
GHz resolution.
3. From GBMS opacity measurements to precipitable water vapor 
In the 230-280 GHz spectral region the atmospheric emission arises almost entirely 
from water vapor continuum in cloud-free skies, with second order contributions from
molecular nitrogen and oxygen (e.g., see fig.1 in Klein and Gasieweski [2000]), and 
rotational spectra of trace gases contribute a negligible amount to the total brightness 
temperature observed by the GBMS, except for a few of the strongest O3 emission lines. 
The conversion from the atmospheric opacity ?z (measured at the various frequencies 
where the GBMS is operated) to water vapor column content can hence be obtained by 
means of the linear relation:
( ) ( ) ( )z dryPWV= ? ? -? ? ? ?? ?? ?? ? .    [8] 282
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Factors ?(?), which convert to PWV the opacity due to H2O only, have been 
obtained from measurements carried out by Zammit and Ade [1981], while ?dry(?) values 
at Plateau Rosa are obtained using the radiative transfer (RT) model discussed by 
Liljegren et al. [2005]. Although we use the model scheme of Liljegren et al. [2005] only 
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to estimate ?dry(?), we note that ?(?) and ?dry(?) values can differ significantly depending 
on the RT model considered. However, while differences on ?
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dry(?) have a limited effect
on estimates of PWV, differences in modelled ?(?) factors can have a much larger 
impact. Hence our choice of relying on ?(?) values from the experimental data set of 
Zammit and Ade [1981] rather than adopting results from any of the RT models discussed 
in the literature (see below).
Zammit and Ade [1981] derived experimental relationships to correlate ?z with PWV
at selected frequencies between 212 and 408 GHz, with a spectral resolution of 9.6 GHz. 
In order to derive ?(?) values at the GBMS frequencies of observation, a linear 
interpolation between the two closest frequencies investigated by Zammit and Ade [1981] 
was performed, as shown in figure 2. We implemented these interpolations also using 
higher degree polynomials but obtained no substantial difference in the comparisons
results shown in Section 5. Furthermore, matching values of PWV are obtained from
GBMS opacity measurements at different frequencies when they are carried out within a 
short time span (less than 15 minutes), suggesting that the conversion factors used are at 
least consistent with one another. This check can be performed when the GBMS is 
retuned in frequency in order to carry out daily measurements of different molecular
species. Often, for example, the GBMS is first set to observe the CO line at 230.5 GHz 
and then moved in frequency to O3 at 276.9 GHz, therefore measuring ?z and PWV at 
frequencies ? 46 GHz apart within a short time span. 
The choice of using ?dry(?) values from Liljegren et al. [2005] originated from
comparing factors ?(?) from Zammit and Ade [1981] with results from 5 different RT 
models [Liebe and Layton, 1987; Liebe et al., 1993; Rosenkranz, 1998, 1999, and 2003; 
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Liljegren et al., 2005]. We found that modelled ?(?)’s from Liljegren et al. [2005] had 
the closest match to the Zammit and Ade [1981] experimental data (the former values 
being smaller by 6-9% at the GBMS observing frequencies) and chose their modelled
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dry(?) values for consistency. In figure 3, ?dry(?) results from the 5 different RT models
are plotted. Their 1? standard deviation at each frequency (?0.003 mm, see figure 3) is 
used as estimated uncertainty on the correspondent ?dry(?) value from Liljegren et al.
[2005].
As discussed in Hewison et al. [2006], Liljegren et al. [2005] proposed few 
modifications to previous millimeter-wave propagation models (e.g., those discussed in 
Liebe and Layton [1987] and Rosenkranz [1998 and 1999]) following recent results 
obtained from spectral atmospheric measurements. These modifications can be 
summarized in the use of parameters from the HITRAN database [Rothman et al., 2003] 
and the MT_CKD continuum [Clough et al. 2005]. 
Uncertainties on GBMS PWV values are estimated by propagating the uncertainties 
on ?z (see previous section), on ?dry(?), and the ? 1.9% error on ?(?)’s (see Zammit and 
Ade [1981]). This results in PWV uncertainties that vary from ~5% (for large PWV) to 
~10% (for the smallest PWV observed), with very little dependence on the specific
technique used to measure ?z (i.e., sky dip or power balance). 
In figure 4, PWV values obtained from GBMS opacity measurements carried out 
using the two different techniques at the same frequency within a short time span (less 
than 15 minutes) are compared. Figure 4 shows that a very good agreement between the 
two sets of GBMS PWV values exists, with a percentage value of the root mean square of 
the difference (RMSD%) between the two data sets of 6.6%. Here we indicate with 
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RMSD% the quantity 
2N
i i
ii
(x y )1
RMSD% 100
N x
? ??? ?= ? ?? ?
? , with xi and yi indicating the 
two sets of measurements being compared. The RMSD% represents a measure of the 
averaged discrepancy between two data sets, with the squared differences between pairs 
of data points insuring that positive and negative differences do not partly cancel out. Its 
comparison with data sets uncertainties indicates the level of agreement between the two 
sets of measurements.
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In figure 5 the time series of precipitable water vapor values estimated by GBMS 
during the ECOWAR field campaign is shown. All values are obtained using the power 
balance method (see Section 2). Measurements were carried out during the entire period 
of the ECOWAR campaign except in cases of poor weather conditions or occasional 
equipment malfunctioning. Although measurements from instruments participating to the 
ECOWAR campaign are used to characterize the environmental conditions occurring 
during GBMS operations, GBMS PWV values do not depend on data from the other 
PWV sets of measurements presented in this intercomparison study. 
Lidar and radiosonde measurements did provide the necessary information for
evaluating potential influences of ice clouds on radiances measured at mm-waves [e.g., 
Evans and Stephens, 1995; Liu and Curry, 1998]. Lidar measurements were used to 
detect the presence of clouds and, together with radiosonde relative humidity data, 
provided information on the cloud particles phase, which is indicated to be always solid 
at the time of the GBMS observations discussed here. Lidar measurements of cirrus 
clouds optical depth at 532 nm (?532) provided a means for estimating an upper limit on 
ice water path (IWP) [Liou, 1992]. Based on Lidar measurements of ?532 less than 1 (IWP
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at most ?0.04 mm) at the time of GBMS observations, we find that the occasional 
presence of cirrus clouds in the GBMS field of view can affect the observed T
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atm by 
amounts that are well within its 3.3% uncertainty (e.g., see figure 8 in Cimini et al.
[2007]).
4. Correlative water vapor measurements 
4.1 The RS92k sonde 
During the 14-day long ECOWAR field campaign, 34 Vaisala RS92k radiosonde 
units were launched from Cervinia and measured vertical profiles of atmospheric
temperature and water vapor. 2 to 4 sondes were launched each day from March 4 to 
March 15, except on March 6 when meteorological conditions prevented any data-taking 
from ground-based instruments. Data from 27 sondes were used in this study, with only 7 
sondes launched during daytime (SZA < 85°). The sonde ascending time from the 
Cervinia field station (1990 m altitude) to 10 km altitude was approximately 20-25 
minutes.
?
The Vaisala RS92k radiosonde is equipped with temperature, pressure and humidity
sensors (see technical data in table 1 [Jauhiainen and Lehmuskero, 2005]), while altitude 
information is obtained from the application of the hypsometric equation. Type k of the 
Vaisala radiosonde RS92 family is not equipped with a wind sensor. The advanced 
HUMICAP humidity sensor is composed of two thin-film capacitors that are alternatively 
heated in order to avoid ice formation on them at low temperatures and condensation of 
water vapor during sounding. The advanced HUMICAP sensor works on the principle of 
absorption of water molecules into the thin-film surface. Absorption of other molecules
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can contaminate the sensor and produce a bias in humidity measurements. In order to 
reduce this potential bias, a reconditioning procedure was performed on the radiosondes 
by heating the humidity sensor just before sounding therefore removing the contaminants
from the sensor surface [Hirvensalo et al., 2002; Währn et al., 2004]. The reconditioning 
procedure was performed by using the Vaisala Ground Check Set GC25 that reads the 
original calibration coefficients automatically to assure that chemical contaminants have 
been removed.
The RS92 radiosondes are commercially available since October 2003. Their 
operational characterizations took place in November 2003, during the Atmospheric
Infrared Sounder (AIRS) Water Vapor Experiment-Ground (AWEX-G) [Miloshevich et 
al., 2006], and in July 2005, during the observation campaign Ticosonde 2005 [Vömel et 
al., 2007]. During these campaigns, water vapor measurements by sondes RS92 were 
compared to simultaneous measurements carried out using the Cryogenic Frostpoint 
Hygrometer and, only during AIRS/AWEX-G, also using different radiosonde types. 
These studies pointed out that the humidity sensor mounted on RS92 sondes is the most
accurate among those installed in four types of radiosonde currently produced by Vaisala 
(RS80-A, RS80-H, RS90, RS92). The RS92 model uses the same polymer humidity
sensor employed in the older RS80-H but the size and thickness of the polymer layer is 
smaller, improving the sensor response time at low temperature [Miloshevich et al., 2004; 
Miloshevich et al., 2006]. Moreover, the calibration process is more accurate than in 
previous models [Paukkunen et al., 2001]. The main problem for RS92 sondes lies in the 
lack of a radiation shield (present in RS80-H), which makes the RS92 sensor more
susceptible to solar heating and produces a strong solar radiation dry bias [Vömel et al.,
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2007]. However, the magnitude of this radiation dry bias and its dependance on SZA is 
not yet well established [e.g., Miloshevich et al., 2004 and 2006; Vömel et al., 2007; 
Rowe et al., 2008]. In their figure 10, Rowe et al. [2008] plot several estimates of the 
radiation dry bias obtained in recent studies. From their figure 10, we deduce that an 8% 
dry bias could be affecting the 7 daytime RS92k sondes used in this study and therefore 
applied this correction to the corresponding PWV values. Following the results depicted 
by Vömel et al. [2007] in their figure 9, we assign an accuracy of 5% to PWV
measurements obtained using RS92 sondes. 
In performing the comparison between GBMS and RS92k sonde PWV
measurements (see Section 5), radiosonde values were calculated by integrating water 
vapor concentrations from the pressure level of Plateau Rosa up to 10 km altitude. 
Integrating sonde measurements up to 15 km produces negligible differences. The 
corresponding GBMS PWV value is obtained from GBMS measurements carried out 
while radiosondes ascent from 3.5 km to 10 km altitude.
4.2 Raman Lidar BASIL 
Lidar measurements were performed by the University of BASILicata Raman Lidar 
system (BASIL). The system was substantially upgraded prior the ECOWAR
measurement campaign with the implementation of an additional receiver (developed at 
the University of Roma "La Sapienza") dedicated to the detection of echoes from the 
lowest altitude levels. The major feature of BASIL is represented by its capability to 
perform high-resolution and accurate measurements of atmospheric temperature, both in 
daytime and night-time, based on the application of the rotational Raman Lidar technique 
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in the UV [Di Girolamo et al., 2004]. Besides temperature, BASIL is capable of 
providing measurements of particle backscatter at 355, 532 and 1064 nm, particle 
extinction and depolarization at 355 and 532 nm, and water vapor mixing ratio vertical 
profiles both in day-time and night-time. This wide range of measured parameters makes
this system particularly suited for the study of meteorological processes and the 
characterization of aerosol and cloud microphysical properties. 
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Vertical and temporal resolutions of raw data are 30 m and 1 minute, respectively. 
However, in order to reduce signal statistical fluctuations, time integration together with 
vertical profile smoothing are applied to the data. For a time resolution of 5 minutes and a 
vertical resolution of 150 m, daytime measurements uncertainties at 2 km altitude are 
typically 5% for the particle backscattering coefficient (at all wavelengths), 20% for the 
particle extinction coefficient, 10% for water vapor mixing ratio values and 2 K for
temperature values. Relative uncertainties for nighttime measurements at 2 km are half as 
much as daytime measurements for all parameters.
BASIL calibration for water vapor measurements was achieved using simultaneous
and co-located radiosonde observations. Once calibrated, BASIL water vapor 
measurements represented a key contribution to the field campaign by providing 
continuous vertical profiles of water vapor. The calibration constant was determined
comparing BASIL and radiosondes water vapor mixing ratio values in the lowermost
kilometer above Cervinia using all 34 launches performed during ECOWAR. The 
selection of the lowermost kilometer ensures that both instruments were sampling the 
same air mass during the calibration procedure. The consideration of all available 
radiosondes for the determination of the calibration constant used in this intercomparison
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effort prevents the dependence of a single Lidar vertical profile from the simultaneous
radiosonde profile.
The use of a very compact optical design reduces significantly the differences 
between the overlap functions of the H2O and N2 Raman signals used to estimate water 
vapor mixing ratio. Nevertheless, differences in the lower 1500 m between the two 
overlap functions may, in principle, be quantified through the application of the “N2
calibration procedure” [Whiteman el al., 1992], consisting in the use of N2 Raman filters
in both the H2O and N2 channels. This calibration procedure was applied during 
ECOWAR at the beginning and end of each measurement session. However, small
discrepancies have been revealed between overlap-corrected lidar and co-located 
radiosonde measurements, probably resulting from polarization effects originated in the 
dichroic beamsplitters used for the partitioning of the signals. Hence, an independent 
estimate of the overlap function ratio was obtained from the comparison of lidar and co-
located radiosonde measurements. This procedure was applied to all radiosonde launches 
available during each measurement session and a mean overlap function ratio was 
determined for each measurement session. Variability of the overlap function during each
measurement session was found to be very limited, with a very reduced impact on the 
PWV uncertainty (estimated to not exceed 3-5 %). 
Water vapor Lidar measurements used in this work are integrated over 10 minutes
and have a vertical resolution of 150 m from the ground ( 2 km altitude) to 5 km and of
300 m above 5 km altitude. BASIL PWV values compared to GBMS values in the next 
section are obtained using only nighttime measurements. BASIL water vapor vertical 
profiles were integrated in the altitude region 3.5-10 km altitude. Although a 50% 
?
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maximum uncertainty in mixing ratio values is reached at the uppermost altitude levels, 
this has little impact on total PWV estimates. The resulting BASIL PWV values have an 
estimated relative uncertainty of only 5%.
In Figure 6, a comparison between values of PWV obtained from simultaneous
radiosonde and Lidar measurements is shown. Both sets of PWV values are computed
integrating the water vapor content from 3.5 to 10 km altitude, as previously described, 
for consistency with comparisons discussed in section 5. Since BASIL calibration is 
based on RS92k humidity measurements between 2 and 3 km altitude, while all PWV
values refer to the 3.5-10 km altitude range, concurrent Lidar and sonde PWV
measurements can, in practice, differ. Setting the upper limit for the PWV integration at 
an altitude of 10 km reduced the number of concurrent measurements that could be used 
for this comparison, since not all of the 34 radiosondes launched or the corresponding 
Lidar profiles reached 10 km altitude. Figure 6 shows that a good agreement between the 
two sets of PWV values exists, with a RMSD% of 8.5%.
Moreover, we quantified how many concurrent Lidar and sondes measurements are 
consistent within their uncertainties. In other words, defining i i i ix y x=? +? ? ?
ix iy?
i
iy485
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? ,
being xi, yi a pair of concurrent measurements from the two data sets and ? ,  the 
corresponding 1? uncertainties, we find that in 87.5% of the cases (15 out of 17) ?  is 
positive, i.e., the two measured PWV values are consistent within their uncertainties. 
4.3 REFIR-PAD 
REFIR-PAD (Radiation Explorer in the Far InfraRed - Prototype for Applications 
and Development) is a Fourier transform spectroradiometer measuring the spectrum of 
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the downward longwave radiation (DLR) emitted from the atmosphere in the wide 
spectral range from 100 to 1400 cm
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-1
 with a maximum resolution of 0.25 cm
-1
. It is a 
prototype developed as a field demonstrator of a space-borne instrument designed for the 
characterization of the Earth's radiation budget in the far infrared region [Palchetti et al.,
2005; Bianchini et al., 2006]. REFIR-PAD was specifically designed with the 
requirements of reliability, light weight (55 kg) and low power consumption (about 50 W
average) to fly on-board stratospheric balloons [Palchetti et al., 2006], but its extremely
flexible design makes it suitable also for ground-based observations with only minor
changes required [Bianchini et al., 2007].
The instrument uses an innovative optical design [Carli et al., 1999] with two input 
ports and two output channels. One input port is used for looking at the unknown scene to 
be measured and the second one for looking at a reference blackbody source, which 
allows the access and the control of the instrument self-emission. At the output ports, 
signals are acquired with two room temperature DLATGS (deuterated L-alanine-doped 
triglycene sulfate) pyroelectric detectors. 
During the ECOWAR campaign, REFIR-PAD was operated in the 100-1100 cm
-1
spectral range with 0.5 cm
-1
 spectral resolution and an acquisition time of 64 s for a single 
scan [Bhawar et al., 2008]. Measurements contain the spectral signature of the pure 
rotational water vapor band and can be used for the characterization of the water vapor 
content in the atmosphere and in particular for the measurement of PWV.
Measured DLR spectra are analyzed through a retrieval code based on the ARTS 
forward model [Buehler et al., 2005] and a ?2 minimization algorithm based on the 
MINUIT function minimization routines supplied by CERN [James et al., 1994]. The 
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number of degrees of freedom (DOF) in the acquired data is determined through the 
analysis of the Jacobian of water vapor and temperature observations [Bianchini et al.,
2007]. To this purpose, first of all the Jacobian matrix is calculated as a function of 
wavenumber and altitude. Calculations are performed for zenith sounding, operating 
conditions at Plateau Rosa, and with a midlatitude-winter standard atmosphere. The 
spectral range used for analysis is 305-650 cm-1, the altitude range is from the ground to 
18 km altitude. 
Singular values decomposition (SVD) is then applied to the Jacobian matrix. The 
relative magnitude of the resulting eigenvalues is used as a criterion to choose fitted 
parameters. The highest value is obtained for the first water vapor eigenvector, the second 
and third eigenvalues of water vapor are ~3.5% and ~0.4%, respectively, of the first 
eigenvalue. For the atmospheric temperature, the first and second eigenvalues are 2.7% 
and 0.1%, respectively, of the first water vapor eigenvalue. As expected, the far-infrared 
spectral range shows a high sensitivity to water vapor atmospheric content. Given the 
~1% average uncertainty on the measured radiance, we deduce a DOF = 3, with two DOF 
for water vapor and one for temperature.
The chosen parameter set includes two points from the water vapor profile, about 1 
km and 2 km above the measuring station of Plateau Rosa, and the temperature
corresponding to the lowest water vapor fitted point. While the two values of the water 
vapor vertical profile are being adjusted by the minimization algorithm, the rest of the 
profile is assumed to have the shape of the midlatitude-winter standard water vapor 
profile and is rescaled accordingly. 
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Practically, these two points represent two partial water vapor column contents that 
added together give the PWV. The midlatitude-winter standard atmosphere temperature
profile is instead rescaled according to the fitted temperature value and to the tropopause 
temperature of the standard profile. A very simple cloud model, based on the Rayleigh 
scattering approximation, is used to run retrievals in the presence of a thin cloud cover. 
The cloud geometry (layer altitude and thickness, cloud particles phase) is inferred from
meteorological data, while the ice or liquid water content is fitted as an additional 
parameter. It is worth mentioning that REFIR-PAD measurements are always carried out 
when no visible clouds are present, so clouds affecting REFIR-PAD spectral 
measurements can only be subvisible cirrus clouds. Furthermore, water vapor and cirrus 
clouds have different effects on REFIR-PAD measurements: while clouds produce the 
effect of a reduced transparency in the windows between water vapour lines, leaving 
absorption lines unaffected, water vapor variations show up in absorption lines. These 
two different effects are not correlated and are adjusted independently (using different 
parameters) in the REFIR-PAD PWV retrieval procedure. Only two REFIR-PAD PWV
data points used in this study are obtained in the presence of subvisible cirrus clouds, and 
they are relative to measurements carried out on March 4 and 9. 
Since the first water vapor eigenvalue is more than one order of magnitude larger 
than the second water vapor and temperature eigenvalues, and the first water vapor 
eigenvector accounts for most of the total integrated water column, it follows that PWV is 
the physical parameter to which REFIR-PAD zenith-looking spectra show the largest 
sensitivity. This is taken into account in the estimation of the uncertainty on PWV values. 
Since most of the uncertainty on the two retrieved water vapor mixing ratio values comes
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from the correlation between them, which does not affect the total water vapor column, a 
second data analysis run is performed with only one fitted water vapor parameter. As 
expected from the SVD analysis described above, this procedure gives total column
values that are over- or underestimated by up to a few percent (depending on atmospheric
conditions), but their relative error does not have any contribution from the correlation 
between the two water vapor levels. 
Following the analysis described above, a 5% average relative uncertainty is 
assigned to measured PWV values. This 5% value encompasses more than 90% of the 
measurement errors obtained, with no visible dependence on PWV values. 
In this work, we use REFIR-PAD spectral measurements integrated over ? 5
minutes and retrieve a PWV value from each 5-minute integration. In particular, REFIR-
PAD PWV values reported in the following section are averages of 3 PWV retrievals 
obtained from 3 successive 5 minute spectral integrations carried out concurrently with a 
sonde’s ascent from 3.5 to 10 km altitude. The estimated uncertainty of 5% assigned to 
REFIR-PAD PWV values does not take into account the averaging procedure over 3 
successive PWV retrievals and is therefore to be considerated a rather conservative 
accuracy assessment.
5. Comparisons results 
In this section we compare precipitable water vapor values estimated using the 
GBMS with those obtained from the three additional sets of data described in the 
previous section and obtained during the March 2007 ECOWAR field campaign.
Comparisons are shown in three different scatterplots (Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c). GBMS 
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estimates are those obtained using the power balance method (see Section 2). Although 
this technique can in principle provide opacity measurements with a temporal resolution 
of 1 minute, in practice GBMS raw measurements are integrated over 15 minutes
during regular data taking. During the ECOWAR campaign we also carried out 5 minute
integrations at frequencies where no emission line of stratospheric and mesospheric
chemical species could be detected and observations were devoted to opacity (and 
therefore PWV) measurements only. 
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GBMS PWV measurements are in good agreement with the other three data sets 
displaying RMSD% values ranging from 9% to 9.6%. Furthermore, ?  values (see 
section 4.2) are positive in 78.5% of the cases for GBMS/Lidar, 75% of the cases for
GBMS/REFIR comparisons and in 86.9% of the cases for the GBMS/sonde comparison.
The statistics reported in Figure 7 provide details for each comparison. In particular, the 
comparison between GBMS and BASIL data (figure 7b) is based on a considerable 
number of correlation points and allows an interpretation of slope and intercept values of
the linear fit to the scatterplot. A slope of 0.99 (? 0.02) indicates that the sensitivity of the 
two instruments to variations of PWV is within 1% (? 2%) of one another. Alternatively, 
we can indicate slope and intercept values of the linear fit as measures of percentage and 
absolute systematic differences between GBMS and BASIL PWV measurements. This 
would lead to an estimation of percentage and absolute systematic differences of 1% (?
2%) and 0.03 (? 0.02) mm, respectively. 
i
Although the same analysis can in principle be applied also to the comparisons
illustrated in figures 6, 7a, and 7c, a much smaller number of data points is available in 
these cases. For these correlation plots, we restrain from drawing any conclusion based 
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on the characteristics of the linear fits and consider RMSD% values the most accurate 
measure of the agreement between the data sets.
The four comparisons illustrated in figures 6 and 7 are not based on measurements
all carried out at the same time. Each comparison relies, in principle, on separate pairs of 
measurements (i.e., each pair carried out at different times with respect to the other 
comparisons). In particular, the GBMS/lidar correlation is based on many points (31 out 
of 42) unique to the GBMS/lidar correlation and not available to the other three. This 
explains the apparent inconsistency among the slopes that characterize the lidar/sonde, 
GBMS/lidar, and GBMS/sonde correlations (see figure 7). 
A systematic GBMS high bias appears to be present for measurements carried out on 
March 13 and marked in figure 7. During this day only, GBMS PWV are consistently 
larger than values from all other data sets by up to 16%. Although a large unaccounted 
inaccuracy in GBMS opacity observations for March 13 cannot be ruled out, this result, 
unique for March 13, suggests that a peculiar meteorological condition possibly occurred 
on this day. Particle backscatter Lidar measurements (not shown) indicate that a large 
amount of Saharan dust particles arrived over Cervinia on March 12, reaching altitudes as 
high as 8 km. Concurrently, the GBMS PWV time series displayed in Figure 5 shows a 
rapid increase of the PWV (day 71, March 12) from 0.6 mm at 9:30 am to 1.7 mm at 7 
pm, suggesting that the advection of lower tropospheric air from the Saharan region 
brought both desert aerosols and a large concentration of water vapor to the Western
Alps. On March 13, the Saharan aerosol layer slowly faded away and its top altitude was 
observed by BASIL at 4.5 km in the morning, lowering to 3 km in the late 
evening/night, while the GBMS PWV from Plateau Rosa stayed stable between 1.7 and 2 
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mm (see Figure 5). Since the GBMS opacity measurements from Plateau Rosa are based 
on observations at 10-15 degrees above the horizon looking almost directly North, while 
Cervinia is South-West of Plateau Rosa, during the particular transitional conditions of 
March 13 the GBMS might have sampled air masses with a different water vapor content 
relative to BASIL and the RS92k sondes, based at Cervinia, and even with respect to 
REFIR-PAD observing in the zenith direction from Plateau Rosa.
6. Summary 
Low amounts of PWV are difficult to measure accurately due to the necessary high 
instrumental sensitivity to water vapor, but are important for climate studies, in particular 
for correctly modeling longwave fluxes in polar regions, for increasing our basic 
knowledge about concentration and transport of water vapor in the upper troposphere and 
in polar regions, and for providing ancillary information to atmospheric and astronomy
observations performed at infrared, millimetric and submillimetric wavelengths. In this 
study we describe a technique for measuring very low column contents of water vapor 
(below 4 mm of PWV) using observations of atmospheric opacity at frequencies between 
230 and 280 GHz. Although the technique was developed by de Zafra et al. [1983], here 
we present the first accurate intercomparison of these measurements with in situ and 
ground-based correlative measurements. Furthermore, we use the state of the art radiative 
transfer model in the millimeter wavelength range by Liljegren et al. [2005] in order to 
take into account the opacity due solely to the dry atmosphere (not negligible under very 
low PWV conditions) with a resulting improvement with respect to the qualitative PWV
estimates displayed in de Zafra et al. [1983] and Parrish et al. [1987]. 
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We discuss the two methods used to measure atmospheric opacity using the GBMS, 
the beam balancing and the sky dip procedures, and the scatterplot displayed in figure 4 
shows that the two methods produce the same results with similar accuracies. In order to 
obtain PWV amounts, we have first removed the component due to the dry atmosphere
from the GBMS atmospheric opacity measurements and then applied a scale factor 
obtained from measurements reported in Zammit and Ade [1981] to convert to PWV the 
opacity due to H
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2O only. 
The intercomparison between the GBMS data set and simultaneous PWV
observations obtained with Vaisala RS92k radiosondes, a Raman Lidar, and an IR 
Fourier Transform Spectrometer is presented in Section 5. These sets of concurrent 
measurements were carried out during the primary field campaign of the ECOWAR
project which took place on the Western Italian Alps from 3 to 16 March, 2007.
GBMS PWV measurements are in good agreement with the other three data sets 
displaying percentage values for the root mean square of the difference between 
observations ranging from 9% to 9.6% (see figure 7). Given the considerable number of 
data points available for the comparison between GBMS and Lidar measurements, for 
this case we can provide an interpretation of slope and intercept values of the linear fit to 
the scatterplot (figure 7b) which suggests very small, if any, systematic differences
between the two data sets. The slope indicates a percentage systematic difference of 1% 
(?2%), while the intercept suggests an absolute systematic difference of 0.03 (?0.02)
mm.
Only on March 13 were GBMS PWV values consistently larger than those from all 
other data sets by up to 16%. Although a large unaccounted inaccuracy in GBMS opacity 
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observations carried out on March 13 cannot be ruled out, we discuss the possibility that 
a peculiar meteorological condition has taken place on this day. 
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Table 1. Vaisala RS92k sensors technical data. The accuracy is the 2-sigma confidence 
level (95.5%), including repeatability, long-term stability, measurement conditions 
effects, response time [Jauhiainen and Lehmuskero, 2005; Währn et al., 2004]. 
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Range Resolution Total uncertainty
in sounding 
Temperature -90°C to + 60°C 0.1°C 0.5°C
Humidity 0% to 100% 1% 5%
Pressure 3 hPa to 1080 hPa 0.1 hPa 0.6-1 hPa 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the GBMS front-end. The inclination angle of the servo 
mirror is adjusted in order to keep the S and R powers balanced. The chopper wheel is a 
reflective half circle rotating with a ? 1 Hz frequency in order to let through to the 
receiver the S and R beams, alternatively. See text for details.
Figure 2. Opacity due to water vapor absorption only measured by Zammit and Ade
[1981] at selected frequencies between 212 and 300 GHz (solid squares) and used in this 
work at the GBMS operating frequencies (empty triangles). Plotted opacity values are for
1 mm of PWV.
Figure 3. Opacity in the zenith direction due to a dry atmosphere as calculated by 5 
different radiative transfer models (see text and legend) at the GBMS operating 
frequencies. The modelled opacity values assume a ground station at 3500 m altitude. 
Error bars indicate the 1? standard deviation at each frequency calculated from the 
corresponding 5 ?dry values. 
Figure 4. Scatter plot of PWV values obtained by balancing the S and R powers (x axis) 
versus PWV measured using a sky dip procedure (y-axis, see text for details). The linear 
fit to the data points (y = q + mx) is represented with a solid line and the 1:1 bisector with 
a dashed-dotted line. The percentage root mean square of the difference (RMSD%, see 
text) between the two sets of observations is also reported in the legend together with the 
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total number of correlation points N, the parameters q and m of the linear fit, and the 
correlation coefficient R
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Figure 5. Time series of GBMS PWV during the ECOWAR field campaign at Plateau 
Rosa. Plotted values are those obtained from the power balance technique only. 
Figure 6. Scatter plot of BASIL versus Vaisala RS92k PWV measurements. Both Lidar 
and sonde PWV amounts are obtained by integrating humidity measurements from the 
Plateau Rosa pressure level to 10 km altitude. The linear fit to the data points (y = q + 
mx) is represented with a solid line and the 1:1 bisector with a dashed-dotted line. The 
RMSD% (see text) is also reported in the legend together with the total number of
correlation points N, the parameters q and m of the linear fit, and the correlation 
coefficient R
2
.
Figure 7. Scatter plot of GBMS versus Vaisala RS92k (panel a), GBMS versus BASIL 
(panel b), and GBMS versus REFIR-PAD (panel c) PWV amounts. Linear fits to the data 
points (y = q + mx) are represented in each panel with a solid line and the 1:1 bisectors 
with dashed-dotted lines. The RMSD% (see text) for each comparison is also reported in 
the corresponding panel together with the associated total number of correlation points N, 
the parameters q and m of the corresponding linear fit, and the correlation coefficient R
2
.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the GBMS front-end. The inclination angle of the servo mirror is 
adjusted in order to keep the S and R powers balanced. The chopper wheel is a reflective half circle 
rotating with a ; 1 Hz frequency in order to let through to the receiver the S and R beams, 
alternatively. See text for details.  
Figure 2. Opacity due to water vapor absorption only measured by Zammit and Ade [1981] at 
selected frequencies between 212 and 300 GHz (solid squares) and used in this work at the GBMS 
operating frequencies (empty triangles). Plotted opacity values are for 1 mm of PWV. 
Figure 3. Opacity in the zenith direction due to a dry atmosphere as calculated by 5 different 
radiative transfer models (see text and legend) at the GBMS operating frequencies. The modelled 
opacity values assume a ground station at 3500 m altitude. Error bars indicate the 1s standard 
deviation at each frequency calculated from the corresponding 5 tdry values. 
Figure 4. Scatter plot of PWV values obtained by balancing the S and R powers (x axis) versus 
PWV measured using a sky dip procedure (y-axis, see text for details). The linear fit to the data 
points (y = q + mx) is represented with a solid line and the 1:1 bisector with a dashed-dotted line. 
The percentage root mean square of the difference (RMSD%, see text) between the two sets of 
observations is also reported in the legend together with the total number of correlation points N, 
the parameters q and m of the linear fit, and the correlation coefficient R2. 
Figure 5. Time series of GBMS PWV during the ECOWAR field campaign at Plateau Rosa. 
Plotted values are those obtained from the power balance technique only. 
Figure 6. Scatter plot of BASIL versus Vaisala RS92k PWV measurements. Both Lidar and sonde 
PWV amounts are obtained by integrating humidity measurements from the Plateau Rosa pressure 
level to 10 km altitude. The linear fit to the data points (y = q + mx) is represented with a solid line 
and the 1:1 bisector with a dashed-dotted line. The RMSD% (see text) is also reported in the legend 
together with the total number of correlation points N, the parameters q and m of the linear fit, and 
the correlation coefficient R2. 
Figure 7. Scatter plot of GBMS versus Vaisala RS92k (panel a), GBMS versus BASIL (panel b), 
and GBMS versus REFIR-PAD (panel c) PWV amounts. Linear fits to the data points (y = q + mx) 
are represented in each panel with a solid line and the 1:1 bisectors with dashed-dotted lines. The 
RMSD% (see text) for each comparison is also reported in the corresponding panel together with 
the associated total number of correlation points N, the parameters q and m of the corresponding 
linear fit, and the correlation coefficient R2. 
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4.2 Comparisons between GBMS and UARS MLS 
HNO3 retrievals (1993-1995) 
NASA's Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) with JPL's Microwave 
Limb Sounder MLS as one of its 10 instruments was launched 12 September 1991. 
MLS observes the thermal emission from the Earth’s limb using a microwave 
heterodyne technique. Although designed to measure stratospheric ozone, water vapor 
and chlorine monoxide it has also produced useful observations of other stratospheric 
constituents, among which HNO . UARS MLS acquired HNO  profiles from September 
1991 to August 2001, although after March 1994 the measurements became 
increasingly sparse in order to conserve lifetime of the MLS antenna scan mechanism 
and UARS power. 
3 3
The UARS orbit and MLS viewing geometry are such that MLS 
observes from 34° latitude on one side of the equator to 80° on the other, alternating 10 
times per year between viewing northern and southern high latitudes (see Santee et al. 
(1999) and references therein for further details). 
MLS profiles are retrieved using an algorithm based on the Optimal Estimation 
approach. The retrievals used in this study are from the definitive UARS MLS HNO3 
data set, known as version 6 (hereinafter referred as v6). This is a corrected version of 
the prior version 5 (v5), accounting for emission from 2 excited vibrational states 
previously neglected. The correction consists of a linear temperature-dependent scaling 
of the original v5 HNO3 values. The v6 HNO3 vertical profiles are reported as function 
of pressure and are judged to be reliable between 100 hPa and 4.6 hPa (~ 15-35 km 
altitude). Their vertical resolution, defined as the full width at half maximum of the 
Averaging Kernels, is ~5 km in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, degrading 
to ~10 km in the middle and upper stratosphere. The horizontal resolution of the 
measurements is of 400 × 400 km. The typical single profile precision, computed as the 
minimum monthly rms variability of HNO3 profiles in a region of homogeneous 
atmospheric conditions, varies with altitude, ranging from 0.8 to 1.5 ppbv. Here I have 
decided to use the theoretical precision values, provided by the retrieval algorithm and 
accounting for variations in the uncertainties that may occur from a profile to another. 
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Even if these theoretical estimates are generally consistent with the empirically 
determined values, the last ones tend to be conservative. Therefore to obtain the best 
estimate of precision, these theoretical uncertainties have been multiplied by a 
“precision ratio ” factor (~0.7), according to Livesey et al. (2003) (see Table 4.1). The 
estimated absolute accuracy of the MLS v6 has not been quantified in detail but, based 
on comparisons with correlative data sets, values of 2ppbv are expected below 15 hPa 
and 3 ppbv above that pressure level. The MLS HNO3 uncertainties adopted in this 
study include both random error and systematic uncertainties. A detailed description of 
the MLS v5 data processing algorithm and validation of many of the version 6 data 
products is given by Livesey et al. (2003); information about the quality of the version 5 
retrievals is also available from the MLS web site (http://mls.jpl.nasa.gov). In this 
intercomparison I used only measurements that passed all the quality control checks. 
 
 
Table 4.1 Estimated vertical resolution and precision of v6 UARS MLS HNO3 (from Livesey et 
al., 2003) 
A description of the GBMS experimental apparatus and the observational technique 
is given in Chapter 2, while the new retrieval procedure used to deconvolve HNO3 
spectral lines is extensively illustrated in Chapter 3. Briefly, the GBMS HNO3 profiles 
are retrieved as a function of altitude every km and have a vertical resolution of ~7-10 
km, depending on the altitude. Although the GBMS instantaneous field of view is about 
10 km in width at 23 km of altitude, the integration time of each measurement (about 6 
hours) means that the GBMS samples an air stream typically 200-300 km in length, as 
air masses move over the observing site.  
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In this section UARS MLS HNO3 vertical profile are compared to those retrieved 
by the GBMS set up at the Amundsen Scott Base, located at the geographic South Pole. 
HNO3 measurements at South Pole were carried out by means of GBMS during the 
greater part of 1993 and 1995 twice a week (McDonald et al., 2000), even if there are 
some periods of instrumental inactivity or malfunctioning, during which data are not 
available. A comprehensive comparison of this data set with nearby MLS profiles is 
presented in Muscari et al. (2002). I basically followed the approach used in this 
previous comparison, with some changes due to the new retrieval algorithm and to more 
stringent coincidence criteria needed in the current intercomparison.  
Since GBMS measurements are taken at 90°S, and MLS reaches a southernmost 
latitude of about 80°, the two sets of data are never co-located. To compensate for this, I 
used the same trajectory mapping technique used in Muscari et al. (2002), to connect air 
masses passing over the Pole with locations of MLS measurements. I employed the 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) trajectory model (Schoeberl and Sparling, 1995), 
which advects air parcels backward or forward in time with respect to an initial position 
using horizontal wind velocity fields and diabatic heating rates (proportional to vertical 
transport). I used 5 day trajectories, both backward and forward in time, at seven 
potential temperature (θ) surfaces: 465, 520, 585, 620, 655, 740, and 960 K. These 
levels have been chosen in order to be close to the six standard UARS pressure levels 
used for MLS v6 HNO3 retrievals, plus one additional level (620 K) to allow a better 
characterization of the peak of the HNO3 distribution. As an example, Figure 4.2 shows 
5-day backward and 5-day forward trajectories starting over the South Pole on June 3, 
1993, at 520 K. For each run, trajectory traces were initiated at 8 locations surrounding 
the Pole (at 4 cardinal points separated 90° in longitude and by offsets of 0.5° and 1° in 
latitude from the Pole) at noon of any day when GBMS data are available. After 
running the individual trajectories, all the parameters (position, temperature, etc.) of the 
8 parcels were averaged together at each time step along their trajectories, and this 
averaged trajectory was used to select MLS retrievals to compare with GBMS data. In 
<10 % of the traces, one of the 8 parcels would begin to deviate substantially from the 
averaged trajectory position and was dropped from the averaging process. For each 
trajectory I considered only parcels which were found between 70°S and 80°S at noon 
of the different days. A latitude of 70°S was chosen as the northern boundary to obtain 
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and average together a sufficient number of MLS measurements, while still minimizing 
the distance between the GBMS profiles observed at the Pole and the MLS 
measurements selected. I looked at the parcel’s position and selected MLS 
measurements (if any are available) within a box of ±10° longitude (approximately 
±287 km) and ±2.5° latitude (approximately ±278 km) around this location. MLS 
observations belonging to the specified box were averaged together using a cos2(d) 
weighting function depending on their distance “d” from the center of the box (“d” is 
normalized to have cos2(d) = 0 at the edges of the box). At this stage of the process, I 
have a spatially-averaged profile of MLS HNO3 mixing ratio for each day when the 
following two conditions coexist: 1) MLS data are available; 2) the air parcel is between 
70°S and 80°S. Finally, for each GBMS day of measurement, I selected the MLS 
spatially-averaged profile the closest in time to it. When 2 MLS spatially-averaged 
profiles temporarily equidistant to GBMS data exist (for example air parcels that passed 
on the Pole the day before and the day after a GBMS measurement), I averaged together 
their mixing ratio values. Even if 5 day trajectories were run, as a result of this 
procedure, the matching time between MLS and GBMS observations has been reduced 
to 3 days. In fact, as in this comparison I am looking for systematic differences between 
the two MLS datasets, I decided to adopt this more restrictive selection criterion, even if 
it leads to reducing the number of useful coincidences. Both GBMS and MLS selected 
averaged profiles must be interpolated onto the chosen θ levels, in order to be 
compared. However, because of the different vertical resolutions of the instruments, the 
higher resolution MLS profiles should be convolved using the GBMS Averaging 
Kernels (see Chapter 3 for further details) before this comparison. Thus, MLS averaged 
profiles are interpolated on GBMS vertical grid, convolved with the GBMS Averaging 
Kernels and finally interpolated on potential temperatures. To interpolate both data sets 
on θ, I use the daily global assimilated pressure and temperature data from the U.K. 
Meteorological Office (Swinbank and O’Neill, 1994) interpolated to the location of 
interest. 
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Figure 4.2 Five day backward and forward trajectories originating at the South Pole on 3 June 1993, at 
θ=520 K. Triangles indicate the daily position of the 8 parcels at noon. 
 
As seen in Chapter 1, the polar early winter stratosphere is characterized by a 
strong denitrification, starting as soon as temperatures reach the PSC formation range. 
The HNO3 is almost entirely removed by the beginning of late winter. In spring, with 
the daylight return, lower stratospheric nitric acid start to gradually recover, due to a 
combination of evaporation of residual PSCs, descent from higher levels and advection 
of air masses from lower latitude regions, as the vortex weakens and breaks up. In this 
season, the intrusion of air previously confined outside the vortex causes a large 
variability in HNO3 mixing ratio. Because of the final aim of this study (the cross-
calibration of UARS and Aura MLS data sets), I selected periods with HNO3 mixing 
ratio peak values at the South Pole not radically different from those observed at 
northern midlatitude, available from GBMS at Testa Grigia. The peculiar behavior of 
the HNO3 in winter and spring make the measurements carried out in these periods not 
suitable for the aim of the study. No summer measurements are available for 1993 (and 
very few for 1995). Thus I decided to focus this comparison on Antarctic Fall, before 
the onset of significant denitrification. In all, 4 days of measurements (from 15 April to 
28 May) were available for 1993 and 4 days (from 14 March to 8 April) for 1995. Mean 
GBMS and MLS profiles and mean differences for the 2 years are shown in Figure 4.3 
and Figure 4.4, respectively. 
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Figure 4.3 Average profile comparisons (versus θ) between GBMS profiles (blue) at the South Pole 
(translated via trajectory calculations to positions coincident with UARS MLS profiles) and UARS MLS 
profiles (green) for 1993 (left panel) and 1995 (right panel). Mean profiles are obtained by averaging 4 
days of measurements for 1993 and 4 days for 1995.  
 
Figure 4.4 Left panel: Average HNO3 absolute difference for GBMS – MLS in the 1993 (blue) and 1995 
(green). Right panel: Same differences, expressed in percent. 
Figure 4.4 shows that the differences between UARS MLS and GBMS HNO3 at the 
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South Pole are consistent, within the error bars, for the two similar time periods of 
GBMS observations in 1993 and 1995. For that reason the 1993 and 1995 South Pole 
data sets have been averaged together; results are shown in figure 4.5. 
 
 
1000 1000 1000
Figure 4.5 Left panel: Average profile comparisons between GBMS (blue) and UARS MLS (green).  
Middle panel: Average difference (ppbv) for GBMS – MLS. Right panel: Average difference (percent). 
Here, the 1993 and 1995 datasets are averaged together. 
 
θ (K) Difference (ppbv) Difference (percent) 
465 -2.05 -27.35 
520 -1.791 -14.11 
585 -0.791 -5.57 
620 -0.52 -3.90 
655 -0.14 -1.18 
740 0.23 2.34 
960 1.42 40.48 
Table 4.2 Absolute and relative mean differences between GBMS and UARS MLS HNO3 mixing ratio 
at the South Pole. Mean values are obtained from the average of the1993 and 1995 data sets. 
Combining the 1993 and 1995 South Pole comparisons (Figure 4.5) shows that the 
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agreement between UARS MLS and GBMS HNO3 is typically within ~ 20% in the 
lower stratosphere and within 5% in the middle stratosphere. The two data sets are 
consistent, within error bars, at all the potential temperature levels. Moreover, the 
differences found out in this comparison are similar to those observed in previous 
intercomparison of UARS MLS v6 with other HNO3 data sets (from CLAES and 
ILAS), with higher MLS values in the lower stratosphere and lower MLS values at 740 
and 960 K (Livesey et al., 2003) 
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4.3 Comparisons between GBMS and Aura MLS 
HNO3 retrievals 
The Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) is one of the four instruments, aboard of 
Aura, the last NASA’s EOS satellite, launched on 15 July 2004 into a near-polar, Sun-
synchronous orbit (Schoeberl et al., 2006b). It is the advanced successor to the MLS 
experiment on UARS and observes several atmospheric parameters by measuring 
millimeter and submillimeter wavelength thermal emission from Earth’s limb with 
seven radiometers. Nitric acid is measured by three of these radiometers, centered near 
190, 240, and 640 GHz. The standard HNO3 product is derived from the 240-GHz 
retrievals at and below 10 hPa and from the 190-GHz retrievals above that level; the 
HNO3 measurements from the 640-GHz radiometer have significantly poorer precision 
and are not used. The Aura MLS fields of view point forward in the direction of orbital 
motion and vertically scan the limb in the orbit plane, leading to data coverage from 
82°S to 82°N latitude on every orbit. Thus MLS obtains continuous daily sampling of 
both polar regions. Most MLS data products, including HNO3, are reported on a fixed 
vertical pressure grid with six levels per decade change in pressure in the troposphere 
and stratosphere. The version 2.2 (v2.2) MLS retrieval algorithms, described in detail 
by Livesey et al. (2006), are based on the standard optimal estimation method; they 
employ a two-dimensional approach that takes into account the fact that limb 
observations from consecutive scans cover significantly overlapping regions of the 
atmosphere. The two-dimensional nature of the MLS data processing system means that 
the Averaging Kernels can be used to describe both vertical and horizontal resolution. 
The vertical resolution is 3–4 km in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, 
degrading to ~5 km in the middle and upper stratosphere. The v2.2 HNO3 data are 
recommended for scientific use over the range 215 to 3.2 hPa, with single-profile 
precision, empirically estimated, of ~0.7 ppbv throughout. The best precision estimate 
is represented by the theoretical precision, that takes into account occasional variations 
in instrument performance, even if it generally overestimates the actual measurement 
noise above 22 hPa. Systematic uncertainties, quantified through a comprehensive set of 
retrieval simulations, are estimated to induce in the v2.2 HNO3 measurements biases 
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that vary with altitude between ±0.5 and ±2 ppbv and relative errors of ±5–15% 
throughout the stratosphere, rising to ±30% at 215 hPa. Further details on v2.2 HNO3 
data quality and validation can be found in Santee et al. (2007).  
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Typical averaging kernels for the MLS v2.2 HNO3 data. The dashed black line indicates the 
resolution, determined from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the averaging kernels. The solid 
black line shows the integrated area under each Kernel (from Santee et al., 2007) 
 
 
Table 4.3 Summary of Aura MLS v2.2 HNO3 characteristics 
Presently the full Aura MLS HNO3 data set is available in the version 2.2. However 
a reanalysis with the new version 3 of the retrieval algorithm is ongoing. All the data 
presented in this comparison are retrieved with the preliminary v3, even if the fully 
reprocessed v3 HNO3 dataset will not be available until Spring, 2011. The accuracy of 
the MLS v3.1 has not yet been quantified and here we use the accuracy of the old v2.2. 
Both accuracy and precision are included in the MLS uncertainty considered 
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hereinafter. 
In this section MLS HNO3 measurements are compared with those from GBMS 
carried out at two different observing sites in the northern hemisphere: Testa Grigia, a 
high mountain station on the Italian Alps (45.9 °N, 7.7 °E, 3500 m a.s.l.) and Thule Air 
Base, Greenland (76.5 °N, 68.7 °W). The GBMS has been operational at Testa Grigia 
for 4 winter periods, from February 2004 to March 2007, for a total of 116 days 
grouped in about 18 field campaigns. In January 2009 the ground based spectrometer 
was moved to Thule, within a project aimed at studying stratospheric processes 
occurring during the polar winter. It has been operated from January to March 2009 and 
from January to February 2010 mostly on a daily basis, except during periods of poor 
weather conditions. Since Aura is in a near polar orbit, co-located measurements are 
available for both these sites and there is no need to use the trajectory tracing technique 
for this comparison. Here, each GBMS observation is compared to the closest MLS 
profile, with a coincidence criteria of ±10° longitude, ±2.5° latitude and ±24h. I again 
convolved the higher resolution MLS profiles with the GBMS averaging kernels to 
account for the different vertical resolutions of the two data sets. Moreover, in order to 
obtain comparable results for the two intercomparisons (GBMS versus UARS MLS and 
GBMS versus Aura MLS) the same vertical grid used for the previous comparison must 
be used here. Thus both GBMS and MLS profiles have been interpolated on the 7 
selected θ levels (see section 4.2), using temperature and pressure data from the NCEP 
reanalysis. 
In the following comparison only MLS data that passed all the quality control have 
been used. GBMS measurements for which the observed spectrum has been poorly 
fitted by the retrieval algorithm (rms>0.02) are considered less reliable and have been 
left out from the comparison.  
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4.3.1 Testa Grigia (2004-2007) 
Figure 4.7 shows average GBMS and MLS (version 2.2 and 3) coincident profiles 
from the 2004-2005 winter. A much better agreement between this and GBMS 
observations is obtained using MLS preliminary version 3. 
 
Figure 4.7  Comparisons between average GBMS retrievals and coincident Aura MLS profiles (v2.2 in 
red and v3.1 in green) for 10 days in the 2004-2005 winter (January-February), at Testa Grigia, Italy. 
 
 
GBMS mean profiles and Aura MLS v3.1 coincident data comparison for 2004-
2005 (10 days), 2005-2006 (9 days) and 2006-2007 (9 days) winter periods at Testa 
Grigia are presented in figure 4.8. Corresponding mean differences are shown in Figure 
4.9. 
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Figure 4.8  GBMS average HNO3 profiles (blue) from Testa Grigia are compared to the average of 
coincident Aura MLS v3.1 profiles (red) for 10 days in 2004-2005 (left panel), 9 days in 2005-2006 
(middle panel) and 9 days in 2006-2007 (right panel). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9  Left panel: Average HNO3 differences (GBMS – Aura MLS), in ppbv, for 2004-2005 (red), 
2005-2006 (blue), and 2006-2007 (cyan).  Right panel: Same, for percent differences. 
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Figure 4.9 shows that the differences between Aura MLS v3 and GBMS HNO3 
values for the three winters of measurements at Testa Grigia agree fairly well. For the 
potential temperature levels from 585 up to 960 K the agreement is within the errors. 
Because of the overall good agreement of the mean differences in the three years and 
after examining and excluding any possible instrumental issue and/or particular 
atmospheric conditions, the whole Testa Grigia data set has been averaged together. 
Mean profiles and mean differences are shown in Figure 4.10 A very good agreement, 
within 5% for all θ levels but the 960 K, is obtained between GBMS and Aura MLS 
v3.1 HNO3. 
 
 
 
 
1000 1000 1000
Figure 4.10  Left panel: GBMS (blue) and Aura MLS (red) mean HNO3 profiles obtained from the 
average of the three years Testa Grigia data sets. The middle and right panels show the average 
differences (ppbv and percent, respectively) 
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θ (K) Difference (ppbv) Difference (percent) 
465 -0.10  -2.64 
520 -0.40 -4.34 
585 -0.25 -2.86 
620 -0.23  -3.02 
655 -0.26 -3.56 
740 -0.24 -4.06 
960 0.68 32.44 
Table 4.4 Absolute and relative mean differences between GBMS and Aura MLS HNO3 mixing ratio at 
Testa Grigia. Mean values are obtained from the average of the three years of observations. 
 
4.3.2 Thule (2008-2009) 
Mean GBMS and v3.1 MLS coincident profiles and mean differences for 11 days 
of measurements at Thule, during polar winter 2009, are shown in Figure 4.11. 
 
Figure 4.11 Left panel: Mean profiles from 11 days of coincident GBMS (blue) and Aura MLS (red) 
profiles at Thule. Mean differences (in ppbv and percent) are given in the other two panels. 
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θ (K) Difference (ppbv) Difference (percent) 
465 -1.12 -26.74 
520 -3.29 -38.64 
585 -3.13 -28.59 
620 -2.24 -20.58 
655 -1.37 -13.24 
740 -0.23 -3.24 
960 0.22 18.52 
Table 4.5 Absolute and relative mean differences between GBMS and Aura MLS HNO3 mixing ratio at 
Thule.  
 
Differences as large as 3 ppbv (~40%) are observed on average near the peak for 
this data set. The worse agreement between MLS and GBMS data at Thule, with respect 
to Testa Grigia, could be due to a potential issue with the retrieval of the ozone 
background for this particular data set. In fact, while ozonosonde data (obtained from 
Payerne, Switzerland, about 100 km away from the GBMS observing site) were 
available for the entire period of GBMS operations at Testa Grigia, only 2 ozonosondes 
were launched from Thule, during January – March 2009. As seen in Chapter 3, the lack 
of reliable a priori information on the ozone vertical distribution could introduce a 
significant uncertainty in the retrieved HNO3 profiles, especially at lower altitudes. 
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4.4 UARS MLS – Aura MLS cross-calibration 
Comparing figures 4.10 and 4.11 is clear that somewhat different characteristics in 
the average differences between the two northern hemisphere observing sites exist. 
Apart from the potential problem with the ozone background, sites dependent 
differences are not completely unexpected since some latitude-dependent differences 
are observed also between MLS and other satellite data sets (ACE-FTS, Odin-SMR). 
Comparisons of MLS HNO3 with these satellite datasets are scheduled as part of the 
GOZCARDS project and maybe will help to clarify the observed discrepancies. At this 
stage of the project only the Testa Grigia and South Pole measurements have been 
considered for the cross calibration of UARS MLS and Aura MLS data sets. Relative 
mean differences for South Pole and Testa Grigia data sets are shown in Figure 4.12. 
They show very similar trend and are consistent, within the error bars, for all the θ 
levels. From these comparisons we infer that no adjustments are required to link the 
UARS and Aura HNO3 data sets, at least in the error range obtained combining MLS 
and GBMS total uncertainties . 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Mean relative differences GBMS - UARS MLS data at South Pole (green) and GBMS - Aura 
MLS data at Testa Grigia (red).  
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 Summary and Conclusions 
In the first part of this thesis work I developed a modified version of the OEM 
algorithm (Rodgers, 2000) to invert HNO3 microwave spectra observed by means of the 
Ground-Based Millimeter-wave Spectrometer. Uncertainties on a priori information and 
spectral measurements noise, represented by covariance matrices, were treated as 
tunable parameters and their values were set empirically in order to optimize the 
retrieval sensitivity. A standard Gaussian profile has been used as a priori HNO3 
mixing ratio vertical profile instead of using data coming from models or climatology. 
Using these constraints, nitric acid mixing ratio vertical profiles were retrieved between 
10 and 50 km. The nominal retrieval sensitivity, assessed by means of Averaging 
Kernels, showed that the retrieved profiles are most accurate between ~18 and ~32 km 
altitude and the vertical resolution is about 7-8 km in this altitude interval. In fact, 
retrieval tests suggested that the inversion algorithm is able to infer the altitude of the 
profile mixing ratio peak with an uncertainty of ±1 km, even though the nominal 
resolution is formally coarser. In this vertical range the contribution of the a priori 
profile to the retrieval is typically within 20% and the overall uncertainty of the final 
HNO3 mixing ratio profiles is approximately 15% -18% (depending on the altitude). 
Careful comparisons of HNO3 profiles obtained with the previously-employed MI 
(Muscari et al. (2007), and references therein) and the present OE algorithms are shown 
in Chapter 3 and displayed no significant differences in mixing ratio values and their 
associated errors. The HNO3 profiles retrieved with the formerly-adopted MI technique 
showed an overall good agreement with satellite data by the two NASA/JPL Microwave 
Limb Sounder (MLS) experiments (UARS MLS and EOS Aura MLS) (Muscari et al., 
2002; Santee et al., 2007) and the agreement between GBMS HNO3 profiles obtained 
with the two different retrieval techniques has been an initial validation of the new 
inversion method I developed. The OEM is however an improvement with respect to 
the MI because it provides additional information on the retrieved profiles. Such 
information are useful to better characterize and compare the GBMS retrievals to other 
datasets. 
The new retrieval algorithm developed for inversion of HNO3 spectra has been also 
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applied to other trace gases observed by GBMS, namely O3 and N2O. Reliable O3 
mixing ratio profiles were retrieved between ~15 and ~55 km, with a vertical resolution 
of 6-7 km, whereas N2O retrievals proved to be sensitive to true atmospheric profiles 
between ~20 and ~45 km altitude, with the same vertical resolution. Preliminary results 
of these retrievals are briefly presented in this thesis and widely discussed in the paper 
“Evolution of temperature, O3, CO, and N2O profiles during the exceptional 2009 
Arctic major stratospheric warming as observed by lidar and mm-wave spectroscopy at 
Thule (76.5°N, 68.8°W), Greenland” recently submitted to Journal of Geophysical 
Research. Further refinements and validation efforts on O3 and N2O OEM retrievals are 
still underway and the results shown in the paper should be considered as preliminary. 
CO retrievals have not yet undergone such testing and vertical profiles reported in the 
manuscript are therefore still obtained using the old inversion technique (Chahine-
Twomey method (de Zafra and Muscari, 2004, and references therein)). The 
characterization of the OEM necessary for its application to upper 
stratospheric/mesospheric CO and O3 profiles is a future development of this thesis 
work. 
The second part of this study deals with the validation of HNO3 profiles obtained 
with the new inversion method. 
The first step has been the validation of GBMS measurements of tropospheric 
opacity, which is a necessary tool in the calibration of any GBMS spectra. This was 
achieved by means of comparisons among correlative measurements of water vapor 
column content (or Precipitable Water Vapor, PWV) since, in the spectral region 
observed by GBMS, the tropospheric opacity is almost entirely due to water vapor 
absorption. In particular, I compared GBMS PWV measurements collected during the 
primary field campaign of the ECOWAR project (Bhawar et al., 2008) with 
simultaneous PWV observations obtained with Vaisala RS92k radiosondes (Rowe et al., 
2008), a Raman lidar (Di Girolamo et al., 2004), and an IR Fourier transform 
spectrometer (Bianchini et al., 2006). I found that GBMS PWV measurements are in 
good agreement with the other three data sets, displaying percentage values for the root 
mean square of the difference between observations ranging from 9% to 9.6%. 
Furthermore, the considerable number of data points available for the GBMS versus 
lidar PWV correlation allowed an additional analysis which indicates negligible 
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systematic differences between these two data sets. These results are illustrated in 
Fiorucci et al (2008) and Fiorucci et al (2009). Moreover, I presented comparisons 
between the GBMS and additional FTIR data, as a result of the collaboration with 
Bianchini and coauthors (Bianchini et al., 2010). Noticeably, the two data sets resulted 
to be consistent within the errors and showed no significant bias. 
The second part of the validation consists of a comparison between GBMS HNO3 
profiles and satellite measurements. I compared UARS MLS measurements (1991-
1999) (Livesey et al., 2003) with those carried out by the GBMS at South Pole, 
Antarctica (90°S), during the most part of 1993 and 1995. Systematic differences 
between GBMS and Aura HNO3 data sets have been assessed at seven potential 
temperature levels θ spanning the range 465-960K (19-30 km). This comparison shows 
that the agreement between UARS MLS and GBMS is within ~15 % between 520 and 
740 K (22-27 km) and that the two data sets are consistent, within their errors. I also 
compared Aura MLS HNO3 observations (2004 - to date) (Santee et al., 2007) to GBMS 
measurements obtained during the period February 2004-March 2007, at the mid-
latitudes/high altitudes station of Testa Grigia (45.9° N, 7.7° E, elev. 3500 m), and 
during polar winter 2008/09 at Thule Air Base (76.5°N 68.8°W). A very good 
agreement, within 5% for all θ levels but the 960 K, has been obtained between the two 
data sets at Testa Grigia. Conversely, differences as large as 3 ppbv (~40%) have been 
observed on average near the concentration peak of HNO3 profiles obtained over Thule. 
This partial disagreement at Thule is possibly due to an issue related to the ozone 
background retrieval at this site. Apart from this problem with the ozone background, 
such site dependent differences are not completely unexpected since some latitude-
dependent differences are observed also between MLS and other satellite data sets, such 
as ACE-FTS, and Odin-SMR (Lucien Froidevaux,, personal communication). Further 
investigations, including comparisons of MLS HNO3 with the latter datasets, are 
planned in order to clarify the issue. 
The second part of the validation process has been performed in the framework of 
the GOZCARDS NASA JPL project, which is aimed at developing a long-term, global 
data record of the relevant stratospheric constituents in the context of ozone decline. 
GBMS data have been selected in GOZCARDS to cross calibrate HNO3 measurements 
by the UARS and Aura MLS experiments. The GBMS HNO3 dataset is the only one 
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spanning a sufficiently long time interval for connecting and calibrating the two satellite 
datasets. I inferred that no bias correction of MLS data is necessary in order to link the 
UARS and Aura HNO3 data sets in the error range obtained combining MLS and 
GBMS total uncertainties (~20 % at 465 K, below 15% from 520 up to 740 K and ~40% 
at 960 K) 
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 Appendix A 
Evolution of temperature, O3, CO, and N2O profiles 
during the exceptional 2009 Arctic major stratospheric 
warming as observed by lidar and mm-wave 
spectroscopy at Thule (76.5°N, 68.8°W), Greenland. 
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major stratospheric warming as observed by lidar and mm-wave spectroscopy at Thule 2 
(76.5°N, 68.8°W), Greenland.  3 
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Abstract 79 
 80 
The 2009 Arctic sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) was the most intense event ever 81 
observed. Unique ground-based measurements of middle atmospheric profiles of 82 
temperature, O3, CO, and N2O obtained at Thule (76.5°N, 68.8°W), Greenland, in the period 83 
January – early March are used to show the evolution of the 2009 SSW in the region of its 84 
maximum intensity. The first sign of the SSW was detected at ~80 km on 15 January, when a 85 
rapid decrease in CO mixing ratio took place. The first evidence of a temperature increase 86 
was observed at θ~2000 K on 22 January. The warming propagated from the upper to the 87 
lower stratosphere in 7 days and the record maximum temperature of 289 K was observed 88 
between 1300 and 1500 K potential temperature on 22 January. The vortex splitting was 89 
associated with the SSW. Stratospheric backward trajectories indicate that airmasses arriving 90 
to Thule during the warming peak underwent a rapid compression and an intense adiabatic 91 
warming of up to 50 K. The rapid advection of air from the extra-tropics was also 92 
occasionally observed to produce elevated values of N2O mixing ratio. Starting from mid-93 
February the temperature profile and the N2O mixing ratio returned to the pre-warming 94 
values in the mid- and upper stratosphere, indicating the reformation of the vortex at these 95 
levels. In late winter, vertical descent at mesospheric altitudes is estimated from CO profiles 96 
at 0.25±0.05 km/day. 97 
 98 
INDEX TERMS: 3334 (middle atmosphere dynamics), 0340 (middle atmosphere: 99 
composition and chemistry), 0341 (middle atmosphere: constituent transport and chemistry), 100 
3360 (remote sensing) 101 
 102 
KEYWORDS: sudden stratospheric warming, winter polar stratosphere, ground-based remote 103 
sensing. 104 
1. Introduction 105 
  Sudden Stratospheric Warmings are the most important perturbing events that 106 
affect the dynamics and thermal structure of the winter stratosphere in the Northern 107 
Hemisphere. The 2008/09 Arctic winter has been characterized by the largest major SSW 108 
event on record ever observed [Labtizke and Kunze, 2009; Manney et al., 2009]. The 109 
development of SSWs is linked to the vertical propagation of planetary waves, which 110 
dissipate in the mesosphere first and then progressively through the stratosphere, interacting 111 
with the westerly winter circulation and modifying the atmospheric thermal profile from the 112 
upper troposphere through the mesosphere [Schoeberl et al., 1978]. Major warmings produce 113 
the breakdown of the winter circulation through either the displacement or the splitting of the 114 
polar vortex, the instauration of an easterly circulation, and the reversal of the latitudinal 115 
temperature gradient. Strong differences in terms of dynamics, transport, evolution of the 116 
stratospheric chemical composition and of the vertical structure of the polar vortex exist 117 
between displacement and splitting events [Charlton and Polvani, 2007; Manney et al., 118 
2009; Matthewman et al., 2009]. Minor events are less intense and do not produce the 119 
reversal of the mean zonal circulation. 120 
  The Arctic stratosphere is characterized by a great interannual variability and very 121 
warm winters can alternate with cold ones. The occurrence of SSWs has been shown to be 122 
connected to the phase of the Quasi Biennial Oscillation, to the solar cycle [Labitzke and van 123 
Loon, 1988], and to the Southern Oscillation [van Loon and Labitzke, 1987]. As discussed by 124 
Charlton and Polvani [2007], a frequent occurrence of sudden warmings occurred in the 125 
period 1958-2002, and a mean of six major events per decade was observed. Series of minor 126 
warmings or single minor events alternate with major SSWs [Schoeberl, 1978; Manney et 127 
al., 2005]. 128 
  An increasing number of large warming events has been registered during the last 129 
ten years [Manney et al., 2005]. Before the winter of 2008/09, the most intense recent 130 
warmings in the Arctic were detected in 2004 and 2006 [Manney et al., 2005 and 2008]. 131 
  The 2009 SSW to be described here using ground-based observations started in 132 
mid-January and was accompanied by an intensification of planetary wave number 2. As the 133 
SSW developed, the stratopause lowered and the mean zonal circulation reversed, 134 
proceeding from the mesosphere downwards. Studies by Manney et al. [2009] (using 135 
satellite-based measurements) and by Labitzke and Kunze [2009] (using the European Centre 136 
for Medium-range Weather Forecast reanalyses) describe the mean evolution of the warming 137 
event over the entire Arctic region, thus providing a global view on the 2009 winter. A 10 138 
hPa wind reversal at 60°N occurred at around 22 January [Manney et al., 2009]. As the SSW 139 
propagated downward, it induced a splitting of the polar vortex in the lower stratosphere. 140 
The maximum warming at 10 hPa took place on 24 January above Greenland [Labitzke and 141 
Kunze, 2009]. At the end of January the stratopause disappeared and a quasi-isothermal 142 
stratospheric temperature profile was observed. A strong polar vortex reformed very rapidly 143 
in the upper stratosphere at the beginning of February. The 10 hPa 60°N westerly circulation 144 
was restored at the beginning of March. 145 
  In this study, ground-based observations of the thermal structure and chemical 146 
composition of the middle atmosphere from the Network for Detection of Atmospheric 147 
Composition Change (NDACC, http://www.ndsc.ncep.noaa.gov/) station at Thule Air Base 148 
(76.5°N, 68.8°W), Greenland, were used to show the evolution of the phenomenon and its 149 
interactions with the dynamical structure of the polar vortex in the region of maximum 150 
warming [Labitze and Kunze, 2009]. 151 
 152 
 153 
 154 
2. Measurements 155 
  An intensive measurement campaign was conducted at Thule during January–early 156 
March, 2009, with a lidar (“Sapienza” University of Rome) and a ground-based millimeter-157 
wave spectrometer (Stony Brook University). The lidar was installed at Thule in 1990 and 158 
has been operational during several years, particularly during the winter season [i.e., di Sarra 159 
et al., 2002 and references therein; Keckhut et al., 2004]. The transmitter of the lidar system 160 
is composed by a two stage Nd:YAG laser with second harmonic generator producing 161 
linearly polarized pulses of a nominal energy of ~200 mJ at 532 nm, with a repetition rate of 162 
10 Hz. The divergence of the laser beam is less than 1 mrad. The receiver includes a 0.8 m 163 
diameter Cassegrain telescope and a photon counting acquisition system. The parallel and the 164 
cross polarized components of the backscattered signal are separately acquired. A chopper is 165 
used to cut off signals from the lowest atmospheric levels in order to prevent the saturation of 166 
the photomultiplier tubes. Atmospheric temperature (T) profiles were derived from 25 km up 167 
to 70 km altitude by applying the algorithm described by Marenco et al. [1997]. T was 168 
derived with a vertical resolution of 150 m and averaged over 4.5 km. To reduce the signal-169 
to-noise ratio, the signal was integrated for 1-5 hours, depending on the weather conditions. 170 
The estimated 1 σ uncertainty varies from ~1 K at 25 km to ~15 K at the maximum probed 171 
altitude. National Centers for Environmental Predictions (NCEP) reanalyses over Thule were 172 
used to derive temperatures below 25 km. 173 
  The ground-based millimeter-wave spectrometer (GBMS) has been operated at 174 
Thule also during the winters of 2001-2002 and 2002-2003 [Muscari et al., 2007, and 175 
references therein]. The GBMS measures rotational emission spectra of atmospheric 176 
chemical species such as O3, N2O, CO and HNO3, as well as the H2O continuum, with a 177 
spectral window of 600 MHz tunable between approximately 230 and 280 GHz. It comprises 178 
a front end receiver employing a cryogenically cooled SIS mixer and a back end composed 179 
of an Acousto-Optical Spectrometer (AOS) [de Zafra, 1995]. By means of the observed line 180 
shape together with pressure and temperature vertical profiles, a mathematical deconvolution 181 
process allows finding the emitting molecule’s concentration as a function of altitude from 182 
about 15 to 80 km altitude. For water vapor, only the integrated column contents can be 183 
obtained [Fiorucci et al., 2008]. O3 and CO spectra are measured with a ~1.5-hour 184 
integration, while HNO3 and N2O lines are weaker and need about 3-4 hours of integration. 185 
The vertical resolution of the GBMS is limited by the inversion algorithm and averages one 186 
pressure scale height: the nominal vertical resolution is 6-8 km, although relative peaks in 187 
concentration profiles can be determined within ±1 km altitude. Detailed information on the 188 
observing technique, and GBMS data analysis can be found in de Zafra [1995], and Muscari 189 
et al. [2007].  190 
  GBMS retrieval algorithm has recently changed to a standard Optimal Estimation 191 
Method (OEM) which was applied to the O3 and N2O measurements reported here. Careful 192 
comparisons of mixing ratio (mr) profiles obtained with previous (Muscari et al. [2007], and 193 
references therein) and current algorithms show no significant differences in results and error 194 
estimates, with the OEM providing however additional information needed to better 195 
characterize the retrievals and compare them to other datasets. Further refinements and 196 
validation efforts on O3 and N2O OEM retrievals are still underway and results shown here 197 
should be considered preliminary. CO retrievals, instead, have not yet undergone such testing 198 
and vertical profiles reported in this manuscript are therefore still obtained using the 199 
Chahine-Twomey method [de Zafra and Muscari, 2004, and references therein]. O3, N2O, 200 
and CO measurements have an estimated 1σ uncertainty of 13% (minimum 0.3 ppmv), 15% 201 
(minimum 5 ppbv), and 16% (minimum 0.1 ppmv), respectively. 202 
  During January- early March 2009, lidar and GBMS measurements were usually 203 
performed on a daily basis, except during periods characterized by poor weather conditions 204 
(both instruments, 5-11 February) or instrument malfunctioning (lidar, 16-22 January). 205 
 206 
3. Results and discussion 207 
3.1. Temporal evolution of the middle atmosphere thermal structure 208 
  Figure 1 shows the temporal evolution of T at different potential temperature (θ) 209 
levels between 400 and 2000 K (approximately 16 to 50 km) during the period 14 January – 210 
5 March 2009 (days 14-64). In mid-January, before the SSW event, a cold vortex was stably 211 
present over Thule. An ozonesonde launched from Thule on 12 January showed that 212 
conditions for polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) formation were already reached at that date at 213 
an altitude of about 19 km. Type Ia PSC particles were detected by lidar on January 17 and 214 
18 between 17 and 19 km. Initial lidar profiles reached only up to ~50 km and at this altitude 215 
(θ ~2000 K) the first sign of warming was observed on 22 January. The warming reached 216 
800-1000 K after 2-4 days (January 24-26), and the region between 400 and 600 K after 6-7 217 
days (January 28-29). The value of the maximum T reached at each level due to the 218 
downward propagation of the warming decreased approximately linearly with θ from 289 K 219 
at layers between 1300 and 1500 K (22 January) to 222 K at level 400 K (30 January). A 220 
linear fit to the T maxima observed at the different θ levels versus time (Fig. 1) gives a 221 
decrease of 8.2 K/day as the warming proceeded downward.  On January 24, at 800 K (~10 222 
hPa), we measured a peak temperature of 273 K, consistent with values reported over Thule 223 
by Labitzke and Kunze [2009] in their Figure 4. The temperature profile became nearly 224 
isothermal over the wide range of θ between 600 and 2000 K at the end of January (days 27-225 
28, T~240K), and then between 400 and 1100 K at the beginning of February (days 35-37, 226 
T~230 K). From mid-February (days 43-44) to the beginning of March, the temperature 227 
profile returned to the pre-warming values at the higher levels (between 1000 and 2000 K), 228 
due to polar vortex reformation (see Fig. 4), while remaining up to 30 K warmer than in the 229 
pre-warming period at lower levels (900 K and below), where the vortex never restored. On 230 
January 22, the stratopause (identified as the height of maximum stratospheric temperature) 231 
was observed at about 35 km altitude. It decreased to about 30 km on 25 January. With the 232 
development of the isothermal profile a local maximum appeared at about 25 km on the 233 
26th, progressively decreasing to 20 km on 29 January. In early February a T maximum 234 
appeared near 52 km, and remained between 45 and 55 km until early March. This differs 235 
somewhat from the findings of Manney et al. [2009] that place the stratopause (this time 236 
identified with the atmospheric temperature absolute maximum) at 80 km in early February. 237 
It must be noticed, however, that Manney et al. [2009] discuss only zonal averages at 80 °N 238 
and their temperature maximum is more than 35 K smaller than our observation at 52 km. 239 
  In order to relate the warming event to the dynamical situation, we calculated 240 
temperature variations along 5-day isentropic backward airmass trajectories arriving at 241 
Thule. Trajectories were obtained from the NASA-GSFC Automailer system [Schoeberl and 242 
Sparling, 1994] using NCEP reanalysis data. A trajectory a day ending at Thule at 00 UT 243 
was used in the analysis. The difference ΔT between the airmass final temperature over 244 
Thule and the minimum T reached by the air parcel during its 5-day run is indicative of the 245 
adiabatic heating taking place along the trajectory. Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of 246 
ΔT for θ levels between 400 and 2000 K in the period 1 January – 5 March (days 1-64). ΔT 247 
is always <10 K at all levels, except when the warming occurs.  ΔT for the days of maximum 248 
warming is ~50 K at 1000÷1300 K and between 25 and 45 K at the other selected θ levels. 249 
The compression occurs later at the lowest levels, consistently with the evolution of the 250 
warming. Thus, the trajectories approaching the polar region during the warming peak were 251 
subjected to a rapid compression and an intense adiabatic heating that largely contributed to 252 
the total observed warming. 253 
 254 
3.2 Comparison with recent SSWs 255 
  Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the temperatures measured by lidar at θ 256 
levels between 700 and 2000 K for the winters 2002, 2003, 2007, and 2009, all affected by 257 
major warmings.  The 2009 SSW was characterized by the largest absolute temperatures and 258 
by the largest temperature gradient versus time ever observed at Thule by lidar. The 259 
maximum temperature of 289 K at layers between 1300 and 1500 K is up to 40 K larger than 260 
maxima observed during winters 2002, 2003, and 2007 and the T gradient peaked at 1300 K 261 
with ~9 K/day between 14 and 22 January. For the warming of 2006, which was identified as 262 
the strongest event of the last decade prior to 2009, Manney et al. [2008], in their Figure 3, 263 
reported a maximum 70°N zonal mean temperature of 275 K at about 1.5 hPa (~1500 K) and 264 
a temperature gradient versus time in the maximum warming period that is comparable to 265 
what we observed in 2009. Temperatures at 1000 and 1500 K levels were consistently lower 266 
throughout February and early March than in the other considered winters. 267 
 268 
3.3 Chemical composition and vortex evolution 269 
  Figure 4 shows the temporal evolution above Thule of Ertel’s potential vorticity 270 
(PV), T, N2O, CO, and O3 mixing ratios, at different θ levels between 500 (~18-20 km) and 271 
2000 K (~48-50 km), in the period 14 January – 5 March 2009. The PV values were obtained 272 
from the NASA-GSFC Automailer system, based on NCEP data. Estimates of PV values 273 
corresponding to the inner vortex edge during January are also reported in Fig. 4. PV values 274 
show that the splitting of the vortex progressed from the top downward and took about 8 275 
days to reach the lower stratosphere (about 20 January at 2000 K, and 28 January at 500 K). 276 
Figure 5 shows a contour plot of CO mr between 50 and 85 km in the period 14 January – 5 277 
March (days 14-64). GBMS CO mr values from the mesosphere indicate an initial vortex 278 
disruption at 80 km on 15 January, identified as a rapid decrease in CO mr, in agreement 279 
with Manney et al. [2009]. As apparent in Figure 4, between 1000 and 500 K the vortex 280 
break up was accompanied by a sudden increase in N2O mr which occurred between January 281 
26 and 28. The observed increase in N2O mr was about 0.25, 0.15, 0.10, and 0.08 ppmv at 282 
500, 600, 800 K, and 1000 K, respectively. At all these levels, PV and N2O are in good 283 
agreement in identifying the vortex break up (decreasing PV, increasing N2O), although the 284 
exact timing might be slightly off depending on the PV value chosen as indicative of the 285 
vortex inner edge. 286 
  At higher levels, because of the rapid vertical decrease in both nitrous oxide mr and 287 
its gradient across the vortex edge, N2O becomes less reliable in describing the origin of the 288 
observed airmasses. Instead, CO becomes a better tool for this purpose [e.g., de Zafra and 289 
Muscari, 2004]. At these levels, the vortex splitting was marked by a rapid decrease in CO 290 
mr matching the PV decrease. CO data indicate that at 2000 K and 1500 K the vortex broke 291 
up over Thule on January 20-21. CO mr variations during the warming were observed to be 292 
about -0.2 and -0.35 ppmv/day at 1500 and 2000 K, respectively. Concurrently, as warm, O3-293 
rich low and mid-latitude air moved over Thule during the SSW, the GBMS measured an 294 
increase in O3 mr in the upper stratosphere of 0.8 and 0.6 ppmv/day at 1500 and 2000 K, 295 
respectively. On late 25 January, shortly after the vortex break up, a decrease in O3 mr 296 
(about 3.6 ppmv) concurrent with a rapid and strong increase in CO mr (about 1.2 ppmv) 297 
between 1700 and 2000 K (only level 2000 K is shown in Fig. 4) suggests that a volume of 298 
vortex air was advected over Thule at these levels. This filament of vortex air above Thule is 299 
not present in the PV reanalysis data. This indicates that GBMS tracers measurements may 300 
identify air parcels more accurately than PV reanalyses, which have an inherent coarser 301 
temporal and spatial resolution. After such an intense SSW, air parcels in the newly formed 302 
vortex can be characterized by very different chemical tracer contents. The history of air 303 
masses contained in this re-formed vortex are therefore defined by their tracer concentrations 304 
more accurately than by their position inside the vortex (i.e., PV value) and a strict 305 
consistency between chemical tracer mr and PV values should not be expected. During 306 
February, PV values indicate that the vortex reformed rapidly and strongly at higher levels 307 
(between about 6 and 12 February at 2000, 1500, and 1000 K) but not in the lower 308 
stratosphere (below about 800 K). 309 
  At 500 K stable conditions with no vortex reformation were maintained until early 310 
March and the observed N2O mr remained almost constant (about 0.3 ppmv) since the 311 
beginning of the SSW event, thus indicating well mixed extra-vortex airmasses, in 312 
agreement with what is indicated by 10-day backward trajectories (also obtained by the 313 
NASA-GSFC Automailer system). At 800 K, the N2O mr shows more variability with 314 
respect to level 500 K, with larger values from immediately after the warming event (day 27) 315 
through mid-February, indicating extra-vortex air masses, and smaller values from day 50 to 316 
the end of the campaign, indicating the observation of vortex air. 10-day backward 317 
trajectories show airmasses coming from North Africa arriving over Thule on 30 January 318 
and on 15 February, therefore explaining the two relative maxima of N2O mr at 800 K 319 
(~0.11 ppmv) observed on these two days. Plots produced using Aura MLS data at 850 K 320 
(http://mls.jpl.nasa.gov/data/gallery.php) show that complex structures of filaments of both 321 
residual and new vortex air formed during February and early March above the entire Arctic 322 
area, and the presence of these filaments may in part explain the observed N2O and O3 323 
variability. At 1000 K, after the SSW event, the N2O mr rapidly returns to low values, 324 
indicating the rapid reformation of a strong vortex with somewhat mixed vortex and mid-325 
latitude air inside. 326 
  CO mr values at 1000 K and above 2300 K (data not shown) suggest the same 327 
considerations, with a rapid return to larger values shortly after the SSW and some variability 328 
due to vortex and extra vortex filaments (e.g., a sudden drop on day 42 at 1000 K matching 329 
in time the large O3 mr peak shown in Fig. 4). At 1500 and 2000 K, however, CO does not 330 
show the same significant increase in mr from early February onward (see Fig. 4) and the 331 
GBMS must be sampling extra-vortex air inside the re-formed vortex, as discussed 332 
previously. As shown in Figure 5, from mid-February to early March GBMS observations 333 
followed the vertical descent of a CO mr mesospheric peak inside the vortex, which moved 334 
from about 70 to 66 km altitude during this period. By applying a linear regression  to the 335 
peak altitude we estimate a descent rate of late winter mesospheric air of 0.25±0.05 km/day 336 
(see Fig. 5); the squared correlation coefficient of the linear regression is 0.82. 337 
 338 
4. Summary 339 
  Ground-based measurements of middle atmospheric profiles of temperature, O3, 340 
CO, and N2O mr were carried out from Thule, Greenland, during winter 2008-2009.  These 341 
measurements add further information to previous analyses aimed at studying the evolution 342 
of the 2009 winter stratosphere and to tracking the exceptional SSW that occurred during the 343 
second half of January.  Main findings of this analysis are: 344 
 345 
  1. In the first part of January the polar vortex was stable and cold. PSCs were 346 
detected between 17 and 19 km on 18-19 January. 347 
 348 
  2. The SSW event was initially detected at about 80 km on January 15 by a rapid 349 
decrease in CO mr. The first evidence of a temperature increase was observed at θ~2000 K 350 
on 22 January. The warming progressed downward reaching level 400 K on 29 January. The 351 
maximum T, 289 K, was observed at layers between 1300 and 1500 K on 22 January. In late 352 
January the temperature profile became near isothermal, particularly in the altitude layer 353 
between 400 and 1100 K. 354 
 355 
  3. Backward trajectories at the various altitudes studied indicate that airmasses 356 
approaching the polar region during the warming peak were subjected to a rapid 357 
compression and an intense adiabatic warming. This is estimated to maximize with ΔT ~50 358 
K at ~1000÷1300 K. 359 
 360 
  4. The vortex break up was marked by a sudden increase in N2O and decrease in 361 
CO mixing ratios below and above 1000 K, respectively. PV, N2O, and CO are in good 362 
agreement in identifying the vortex break up. The vortex reformed rapidly and strongly 363 
above 1000 K at the beginning of February, but not in the lower stratosphere. Rapid changes 364 
in N2O, O3, and CO are associated with the advection of airmasses of different origins, in 365 
some cases not detected by PV analyses. Maxima in N2O mr in late January and mid 366 
February are associated with rapid transport of extra-tropics airmasses. 367 
 368 
  5. Mesospheric CO measurements inside the reformed vortex indicate a descent rate 369 
at ~68 km of 0.25±0.05 km/day from mid-February to early March. 370 
 371 
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Figure captions 462 
 463 
Figure 1. Temporal evolution of stratospheric temperature interpolated at different θ levels 464 
between 400 and 2000 K (temperatures at 400, 500, and 600 K are from NCEP reanalyses) 465 
in the period 14 January – 5 March (days 14-64). The maximum 1σ uncertainty at the 466 
different levels is indicated by vertical bars. The maximum temperature obtained at each 467 
level due to the downward propagation of the warming is highlighted by a circle; a linear fit 468 
of T maxima versus time is also shown (dashed line). 469 
 470 
Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the temperature difference (ΔT) between the airmass final T 471 
over Thule and the minimum T reached by the air parcel along 5-day isentropic backward 472 
airmass trajectories for θ levels between 400 and 2000 K in the period 1 January – 5 March 473 
(days 1-64). 474 
 475 
Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the temperature measured by lidar at various θ levels 476 
between 700 and 2000 K for the winters 2002, 2003, 2007, and 2009, all characterized by 477 
major warming events. 478 
 479 
Figure 4. Temporal evolution of: a) Ertel’s potential vorticity (1 PVU= 1 K m2 kg-1 s-1), N2O 480 
and CO mr; b) O3 mr and temperature, at θ levels between 500 and 2000 K in the period 14 481 
January – 5 March (days 14-64).  Temperatures at 500 and 600 K are from NCEP reanalysis.  482 
Horizontal dashed lines are indicative threshold values for the inner vortex edge. 483 
 484 
Figure 5. Contour plot of CO mr between 50 and 85 km in the period 14 January – 5 March 485 
(days 14-64). A linear fit to CO mr peak altitude versus time for the period mid February – 486 
early March is also shown (solid line). 487 
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Figure 1. Temporal evolution of stratospheric temperature interpolated at different θ levels between 
400 and 2000 K (temperatures at 400, 500, and 600 K are from NCEP reanalyses) in the period 14 
January - 5 March (days 14-64). The maximum 1σ uncertainty at the different levels is indicated by 
vertical bars. The maximum temperature obtained at each level due to the downward propagation of 
the warming is highlighted by a circle; a linear fit of T maxima versus time is also shown (dashed line).
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Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the temperature difference (∆T) between 
the airmass final T over Thule and the minimum T reached by the air parcel 
along 5-day isentropic backward airmass trajectories for θ levels between 
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Abstract. The REFIR-PAD spectroradiometer has been
operated from Testa Grigia Italian-Alps station in March
2007 during the Earth COoling by WAter vapouR emission
(ECOWAR) measurement campaign, obtaining downwelling
radiance spectra in the 100-1100 cm−1 range, in clear sky
condition and in presence of cirrus clouds. The analysis of
these measurements has proven that the instrument is capa-
ble of determining the precipitable water vapor with a total
error of 5–7%. The measurement is unaffected by the pres-
ence of cirrus, which optical depth can be instead retrieved as
an additional parameter. Information on the vertical profiles
of water vapor volume mixing ratio and temperature can also
be retrieved for three levels. The capability of measuring the
water vapor column with a simple, uncooled instrument, ca-
pable of operating continuously and with a time resolution
of about 10 minutes makes the REFIR-PAD instrument an
interesting alternative for meteorological and climatological
studies involving the water vapor distribution.
1 Introduction
Water vapor is a key atmospheric component to be measured
with great accuracy for both meteorological applications and
climatological studies. Due to its intense absorption bands,
water vapor plays a important role in the Earth radiation bal-
ance (Kiehl et al. (1997)). Despite that, there are some im-
portant issues to be fully addressed, such as for example its
radiative feedback effect. A better understanding of the wa-
ter vapor climatological behavior requires the characteriza-
tion of its atmospheric concentration at different altitude and
in different sky and atmospheric conditions. The precipitable
water vapor (PWV), i.e. the column amount of water vapor
present in the atmosphere, or the vertical profile of concen-
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tration can also be used to develop and check atmospheric
models (Clough et al. (1992)).
The vertical distribution of water vapor is typically mea-
sured for meteorological applications by using radionsound-
ing systems. Although such measurements can also be used
for climate studies (Elliott et al. (1991)), they are limited by
accuracy (Vo¨mel et al. (2007)) and by a low temporal acqui-
sition rate which prevents the application for characterizing
rapid atmospheric phenomena. Other measurements meth-
ods exploit the spectral features of water vapor either using
passive spectroscopy, from microwave to infrared spectral re-
gions, or using active Raman lidars (England et al. (1992);
Divakarla et al. (2006)).
In this paper we describe the inversion method developed
to retrieve the PWV and a few parameters of the vertical pro-
file from the far infrared spectral region of the pure rotational
water vapor band. These measurements have been performed
by the Radiation Explorer in the Far-InfraRed - Prototype
for Applications and Development (REFIR-PAD) spectrora-
diometer (Bianchini et al. (2006)), which has been developed
in the framework of the REFIR studies (Rizzi et al. (2001);
Palchetti et al. (1999)), for the characterization of the Earth’s
emitted radiance from the far- to mid-infrared spectral region
(Sinha and Harries (1995)).
The REFIR-PAD instrument is a Fourier transform spec-
troradiometer designed to operate both from balloon plat-
form, in the nadir and limb view observation geometries
(Palchetti et al. (2006); Palchetti et al. (2007)), and from
ground in the zenith looking geometry (Bianchini et al.
(2007)). In the latter configuration, the instrument was op-
erated in March, 2007 from 3480 m a.s.l. during the Earth
COoling by WAter vapor Radiation (ECOWAR) campaign
(Bhawar et al. (2008)). A comparison/validation among the
PWV values retrieved with the REFIR-PAD measurements
and the PWV values measured with the other sensors de-
ployed in the campaign: radionsondes, a Raman lidar and
a millimeter-wave spectrometer, has already been performed
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Fig. 1. The REFIR-PAD instrument installed outside the Testa Gri-
gia station at 3480 m a.s.l. in the Italian-Swiss Alps.
only for measurements in coincidence with the radiosonde
launches (Fiorucci et al. (2008)). In this paper we perform
an in-depth analysis by comparison PWV with all the avail-
able data and at the maximum acquisition frequency of 10
minutes.
2 Field campaign
The ECOWAR campaign was performed from the Testa Gri-
gia station (Plateau Rosa, 3480 m a.s.l., 45.933◦ N, 7.7◦ E),
owned by the Italian Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche
(CNR) and, 5 km apart, from Breuil-Cervinia (1990 m a.s.l.,
45.933◦ N, 7.6◦ E) in the Italian-Swiss Alps near Aosta.
REFIR-PAD was installed at Testa Grigia in a heated and
thermally insulated enclosure just outside of the station (see
Fig. 1). The instrument input port had no windows, thus was
protected by a chimney to avoid deposition of ice crystals
carried by the wind on the input optics.
The instrument was operated for a total of 61 hours of
measurements, distributed across 11 days, including daytime
and nighttime, with widely varying meteorological condi-
tions both in terms of water vapor concentrations and cirrus
cloud presence. Table 1 reports date, time and sky condition
for all the acquired measurements.
The other measurements that are used for the compari-
son/validation of the parameters retrieved from the REFIR-
PAD measurements are:
– PWV measured with the Ground-Based Millimeter
wave Spectrometer (GBMS), designed and built at the
Physics and Astronomy Department of the State Univer-
Table 1. Data available from the ECOWAR campaign. TG: Testa
Grigia station, BC: Breuil-Cervinia.
Site Date Time Sky conditions
(UTC)
TG 4 March 2007 19:20–23:39 cirrus (8-12 km)
TG 5 March 2007 17:54–0:43 (+1 d) mostly clear
TG 9 March 2007 7:25–13:53 cirrus (7-11 km)
TG 11 March 2007 16:22–2:06 (+1 d) clear
TG 12 March 2007 8:44–15:45 clear
TG 12 March 2007 17:55–23:02 clear
TG 13 March 2007 9:15–14:03 clear
TG 13 March 2007 18:21–8:04 (+1 d) clear
BC 15 March 2007 15:14–23:09 clear
sity of New York at Stony Brook, and operated on the
Testa Grigia site by the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e
Vulcanologia (Fiorucci et al. (2008));
– vertical profiles of water vapor concentration and tem-
perature measured with the University of Basilicata Ra-
man lidar system (BASIL) installed at Breuil-Cervinia
(Di Girolamo et al(2004)Di Girolamo (Marchese));
– vertical profiles of water vapor concentration and
temperature measured with Vaisala RS92k radioson-
des launched from Breuil-Cervinia (Miloshevich et al.
(2004)).
On 15 March, the REFIR-PAD was transferred down to
Breuil-Cervinia to perform simultaneous co-located mea-
surements with the sensors there installed, in particular the
BASIL lidar and the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) ABB
Bomem spectroradiometer Serio et al (2004).
More information on the whole set of measurements and
on the comparison with the FTIR/ABB spectroradiometer
can be found in Bhawar et al. (2008).
The main REFIR-PAD level 1 data product is the cali-
brated downwelling spectral radiance, measured in the 100-
1100 cm−1 spectral range, even if, for ground-based mea-
surements, atmospheric water vapor absorption sets a low-
frequency limit to the useful range to about 250-350 cm−1.
The level 1 data analysis, including calibration issues and
uncertainty characterization, is treated elsewhere (Bianchini
et al. (2008)).
During the ECOWAR campaign, the instrument was oper-
ated only in visually clear sky conditions, so the only type
of cloud that is of some concern in the analysis of REFIR-
PAD data is thin/subvisible cirrus. Values of PWV as low as
less than 0.5 mm were detected, with a typical value of about
2 mm and peaks of 3-4 mm. In figure 2 two measured spectra
are shown, in two extreme cases, 0.5 mm and 3 mm of PWV.
Different condition were detected even in terms of water
vapor variability, with days of extremely stable atmospheric
conditions with a constant PWV over hours, and days of
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strong variability in which the REFIR-PAD capability of con-
tinuous measurement with high temporal resolution was put
to test.
3 Atmospheric variables retrieval
The level 2 analysis of the calibrated spectral radiances has
been performed through the best fitting of an atmospheric
forward model with respect to a chosen subset of atmo-
spheric parameters, including 1 to 3 levels on which the water
vapor and temperature profiles are interpolated, cloud extinc-
tion coefficient, and instrumental parameters like lineshape
correction and frequency calibration factors. The latter will
be treated in section 4, while cloud parameterization is de-
scribed in section 5.
The forward model used in the analysis is the Line-By-
Line Radiative Transfer Model (LBLRTM) from AER Inc.
(Clough et al. (2005); Shephard et al. (2009)). The model
choice has been driven by a number of features that are
needed for the REFIR-PAD data analysis and are provided
by LBLRTM:
– An up-to-date spectroscopic database (AER v. 2.2) in-
cluding HITRAN 2004 and successive updates (Roth-
man et al. (2005), Gordon et al. (2007))
– MT CKD v. 2.4 self- and foreign-broadened water va-
por and CO2 continua (Mlawer et al. (2009))
– Modeling of CO2 line coupling and updates to CO2 con-
tinuum and lineshape according to Niro et al. (2005)
The fitting is obtained through a chi square minimization
routine without a-priori constraints on the parameters, apart
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Fig. 3. Weighting functions for water vapor and temperature ob-
tained from REFIR-PAD measured downwelling radiance spectra.
physical upper and lower limits on some of them to avoid
anomalous behavior of the fitting routine and convergence
problems. These limits are anyway orders of magnitude
away from actual fitting results and do not provide a source
of external information to bias the results.
Among the atmospheric variables that show signatures in
the REFIR-PAD operating range, we concentrate our atten-
tion on water vapor and temperature, so the actual spectral
range that is used in the analysis is a sub-interval of the
REFIR-PAD operating band, extending from about 400 to
850 cm−1. In this region we have the far-infrared to de-
tect water vapor rotational band, the CO2 v2 band to provide
temperature sensitivity and a part of the atmospheric trans-
parency window to provide continuum and clouds.
The choice of the atmospheric parameters to be used in the
fit must take into account the low vertical resolution obtained
with the vertical sounding geometry, that in the zenith obser-
vation case is further reduced due to the fact that the denser
atmospheric layers appear first in the line of sight, reducing
the sensitivity to upper layers.
Weighting functions, obtained from the singular value de-
composition (SVD) of water vapor and temperature Jaco-
bians, are shown in figure 3. The measurement sensitivity
to these parameters decreases rapidly with height and is sig-
nificant only in an interval of about 3-4 km above ground.
The vertical resolution also decreases with height, since the
weighting functions get smoother at higher altitudes.
The baseline choice for the vertical profile analysis is to fit
a water vapor and temperature value at 1 km above ground,
and a second point at 3 km above ground. Levels of the pro-
files between the two fitted points are interpolated (logarith-
mically for water vapor and linearly for temperature), while
levels above and below fitted points are obtained rescaling
the mid-latitude winter standard atmospheric profiles accord-
ingly to the fitted values.
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The possibility of fitting 3 and 4 levels per profile, adding
one or two near ground level for both water vapor and tem-
perature, thus exploiting the higher information content of
the lower levels that can be seen in figure 3, has also been
explored.
Moreover, a fitting with only one parameter per profile (i.
e. just rescaling standard profiles) has been used in section 6
to estimate uncertainty on the total water column without be-
ing affected by correlation between fitted points.
It should be noted that the use of two fitted parameters per
profile provides improved PWV values with respect to sim-
ple rescaled profiles due to better fitting of the actual atmo-
spheric vertical structure, while the variation between PWV
values obtained with 3 and 4-point fitting with respect to 2-
point fitting, if present, is well within uncertainty. Correla-
tion between fitted points instead, increases and can cause
profile instabilities. For this reason the use of more than 4
fitted parameters per profile appears to be difficult without
the use of a-priori constraints.
Fitting times have been estimated on an Intel Xeon E5504
2GHz, obtaining about 30 minutes for the 1-point fitting, 50
minutes for the 2-point and 80 minutes for the 3-point.
4 Instrumental parameters fitting
A subset of the fitted parameters is used to take into account
systematic effects due to the instrument, these parameters
are:
– A frequency scale calibration factor
– An apodization effect on the instrumental line shape
(ILS)
As described in (Bianchini et al. (2008)), frequency cali-
bration of REFIR-PAD spectra is performed calculating the
reference laser frequency through the use of atmospheric line
centers. It is possible anyway that the laser frequency varies
both due to laser diode aging and extreme thermal excursions
as can be experienced during measurement campaigns. To
avoid performing a calibration on a per-spectrum basis, as
could be required in certain cases, a frequency shift factor
has been included in the fitted parameters. This factor does
not affect in any way the retrieval of atmospheric variables
since is almost completely uncorrelated with them.
Another effect that can derive from thermal excursions is
the interferometer misalignment. The loss of signal due to
misalignment is well taken care of in the radiometric cali-
bration procedure (see Bianchini et al. (2008)), but the ILS
variations that are associated to misalignment must be taken
into consideration in the level 2 analysis. The simplest way to
model this effect is to assume a linear decrease in the fringe
contrast with the variation of path difference, i e. a trape-
zoidal apodization function. This translates to an ILS that
is a linear combination of sinc and sinc2 components. The
Fig. 4. Backscatter plot acquired from the BASIL lidar at Cervinia
on the night of the 4th of March, 2007. Cirrus clouds at about 9-11
km are present during the whole acquisition period.
percentage of pure sinc component is thus fitted as a separate
parameter to provide lineshape correction for misalignment.
Even in this case the correlation with atmospheric parameters
is low and can be neglected.
5 Treatment of cirrus cloud
While REFIR-PAD measurements are generally performed
in clear sky conditions, it is possible that a cloud cover ap-
pears during a measurement run. Of particular interest is the
case of a thin, possibly subvisible, cirrus.
This kind of cloud is not easily detected visually, moreover
appears at altitudes that are well above the measurement sen-
sitivity range identified in section 3 for the water vapor and
temperature profiles. This opens the possibility to perform
fitting, and provide an accurate measurement of the atmo-
spheric variables, also in presence of thin clouds.
The simple cloud model included in the LBLRTM soft-
ware is derived by the LOWTRAN5 routines (Kneizys et al.
(1980)) and provides modeling for standard and subvisible
cirrus. A single cloud layer can be identified by cloud bottom
(CB), layer thickness and extinction coefficient expressed in
km−1 at 0.55 µm.
Only extinction coefficient is fitted, since fitting results are
not dependent on cloud geometry if CB is higher than the
water vapor/temperature sensitivity range. In fact, the latter,
as shown in section 3, is 3-4 km above ground, and cirrus
generally situates at higher altitudes.
In figure 4, as an example, is shown a plot of the backscat-
ter ratio for the night of the 4th of March, 2007 as measured
by the BASIL lidar in Cervinia. In the plot a cirrus layer at
the altitude of about 9-11 km is clearly visible.
In figure 5 is shown the analysis of REFIR-PAD spectra
acquired in the same day, performed without cloud modeling
(thick solid line) and with a modeled cloud layer of 2 km of
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Fig. 5. Effect of different cloud parameterization on fitting results:
A subvisible cirrus cloud layer 2 km thick with cloud bottom at
4 km (dashed line), 7 km (dotted line) and 11 km (solid line) has
been used. Results obtained without clouds (thick solid line) are
also shown. In the bottom panel, cloud extinction as measured by
the BASIL lidar is also shown (as circles) for reference.
thickness and CB heights of 4, 7 and 11 kilometers (dashed,
dotted and solid lines respectively). It is clearly visible that a
fitting process without cloud modeling gives wrong, overes-
timated, PWV values (top panel) when cloud optical density
is not negligible. The effect is even more evident in the χ2
plot (center panel).
If we look at the bottom panel of figure 5, in which the re-
trieved cloud extinction coefficient is shown, we see also that
there is no difference between the retrievals performed with
CB at 7 and 11 kilometers, this because, as explained before,
the modeled cloud layer is above the water vapor/temperature
sensitivity region. The curve corresponding to a CB of 4 km
instead gives greatly overestimated values.
As a reference, cloud extinction as measured by the
BASIL lidar is also shown in the bottom panel of figure 5
(as circles), and provides a reasonable agreement with the
REFIR-PAD retrieved values, considering the not exact spa-
tial coincidence of the two measuring stations.
6 PWV measurement error
Due to some parameter correlation, the errors on the fitted at-
mospheric variables obtained from this analysis depends on
the number of points fitted per profile. However correlation
does not affect the accuracy on the measurement of PWV
column since the correlation generally induces some degree
of profile instability, in the form of oscillations, but that does
not alter the retrieved total water column. This can be seen
from the relatively small adjustments that occur in PWV re-
trieval using a different number of fitted parameters in the
atmospheric profiles (figure 6).
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A better estimate of the actual error on PWV can thus be
obtained from the relative uncertainty on water profile when
fitting a single parameter per profile, i. e. just rescaling the
initial guess. In figure 7 is shown a plot of the relative un-
certainty obtained with this method vs. the retrieved PWV.
Values are always below 10%, the most of them being be-
tween 5% and 7%.
It should be noted that most of the points appear also to
be situated on a line corresponding to a power law (y =
0.062 · x
−0.15), while outliers are well explained with ex-
cess noise due to external causes (wind, for example, since
the instrument was installed outside the research station).
Effects coming from the correlation between water vapor
parameter and the other fitted parameters in the 1-point per
profile analysis used to assess PWV error has been estimated
as negligible. As shown in section 4, instrumental parameters
are uncorrelated with atmospheric variables. The effect of
the error on temperature profile rescaling (also included in
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the 1-point analysis), has been estimated and resulted at least
an order of magnitude lower than the error from water vapor
fitting, so it can also be neglected.
7 Results and validation
PWV values retrieved from the analysis of REFIR-PAD
spectra have been validated through the comparison with
the values obtained from the GBMS instrument, operated at
Testa Grigia near REFIR-PAD.
The GBMS measures atmospheric emission spectra in the
interval between 7.7 and 9.3 cm−1 with a maximum time
resolution of 10 s. During the ECOWAR campaign measure-
ments were averaged over a time intervals of 15 minutes,
that is about the same acquisition time that is needed for a
REFIR-PAD spectrum. The conversion of the micro-wave
radiances to PWV is described in de Zafra et al. (1983).
The spatial coincidence between the GBMS and the
REFIR-PAD instruments is rather good, being only a few
tens of meters of distance between them. However it must
be taken into account that while the REFIR-PAD operates in
a zenith-looking observation geometry, the GBMS observes
the atmosphere in a more or less horizontal line of sight, di-
rected towards the North.
In figure 6 is shown a comparison between the PWV val-
ues obtained from the GBMS (circles) and the values from
REFIR-PAD (1-point fit: solid line, 2-points: dotted line, 3-
points: dashed line). Two cases are considered, a rather high
(about 3 mm) and a low (0.5 mm) water vapor conditions.
The accuracy and time resolution of the two instruments is
comparable and the results agree within the errors, for the 2-
and 3-points fit. It should be noted that the 1-point fit has a
detectable offset from the GBMS value, showing that the use
of more profile points adds information to the results.
In figure 8 is shown a scatter plot of all the REFIR-PAD
PWV measurements, in the 2-points fitting case, vs. coinci-
dent GBMS values. Even in this case the agreement is good
within the error, and no significant bias is present.
To assess the information on vertical water vapor profile
that can be obtained from REFIR-PAD spectra, a comparison
has been made with the BASIL lidar system, that is capable
to perform vertical soundings of water vapor and tempera-
ture through the rotational Raman Lidar technique in the UV,
backscatter at 355, 532 and 1064 nm, and particle extinction
and depolarization at 355 and 532 nm.
Measurements are performed both in day-time and night-
time. For a time resolution of 5 minutes and a vertical reso-
lution of 150 m, day-time measurement uncertainty at 2 km
altitude is typically 5% for the particle backscattering coef-
ficient (at all wavelengths), 20% for the particle extinction
coefficient, 10% for water vapor mixing ratio and 2 K for
temperature. The nighttime measurement uncertainty at 2
km is typically 2% for the particle backscattering coefficient,
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10% for particle extinction coefficient, 5% for water vapor
mixing ratio and 1 K for temperature.
The horizontal distance between the REFIR-PAD and
BASIL measurement sites is about 5 km, so considering that
both have a vertical observation geometry, we can expect a
good coincidence between the measurements.
In figure 9 is shown a comparison between three differ-
ent lidar water vapor profiles acquired in different days of
the campaign, and the corresponding REFIR-PAD retrieved
profiles in the 2-, 3- and 4-point fit cases.
Due to the low vertical resolution, the REFIR-PAD re-
trieved profile is not able to reproduce the vertical struc-
ture present in the leftmost panel, while in the case of more
smooth profiles (center and right panels), the agreement is
better, and can be also seen the slight improvement that is
obtained using three profile points instead of two. The use of
4 fitting points does not provide sensible improvement in the
agreement with lidar profiles, since the resolution increase is
obtained near ground, where the REFIR-PAD measurements
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are sensitive to boundary layer effects, that are not seen in
the lidar sounding.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we have demonstrated the capability of the
REFIR-PAD instrument to provide, besides the level 1 cal-
ibrated downwelling radiance spectra, also a wealth of atmo-
spheric parameters that are obtained through level 2 analysis
of the atmospheric radiances.
The main level 2 product is the precipitable water vapor,
that is measured with a time resolution of about 15 minutes,
and an accuracy between 5 and 7%.
Information about the vertical structure of water vapor and
temperature is also obtained, along with cloud extinction in
case of thin, high altitude clouds (cirrus).
These capabilities, along with the characteristics of
ruggedness and simplicity of operation coming from the
compact and uncooled design of the instrument, make
REFIR-PAD an ideal tool for the continuous and possibly
remote-operated monitoring of the atmosphere from high-
altitude ground station.
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